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The difference in case-finding efficiency is
dramatic. Ody from West Group - in any research
format you prefer. See the Merence for yourself.
Cd 1-800-757-9378or visit westgroup.com.

.

Bancroft-Whiiney Clark Boardman Collaghon

D 1999 Wed Group 0-9926-5/3-99

The trademarks shown withh are wed under license

.

FREE BOOK! For a
lighthearted look at;
West echtorial extras,
ask for Wo@iPig.

.

Lawyers Cooperative Publishrng Westlaw" .West Publishing

Now the information you're looking for
is looking for you.
Introducing Insite 2, for Business and Information Professionals
Suddenly, fhicgs are iooking up when it cones to
helping bzsiaess professionals find the answers
they need. Because with InSite 2; the answers
come ioakirig for them. Its user-friendiy
ALERTS are inciuded in the budget-friendly
true flat-fee pricing. In an exciting departure
from basic database presentation, we've organized
context around popular business issues: companies,
ind~stries, 2r.d peopie. This solutioas approach
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.

delivers timely, relevant information in easy-to-use
reports. InSite 2 for Business Professionals is an
effective tool everybody car, use right now. Which
frees you to spend more time on sophisticated
research. And if you subscribe to InSite 2 for
Information Professionzls, you'll have just the
tool for that. We've put 2 solution in your hands - and
the rest of your company as well. Try out insite 2
today, caii 1-800-419-6.313 ex:. 2030

One New Compan
Access t o critical company and industry research t h a t has set t h e standard for quailty, refiabiiity
and comprehensiveness is now availabie from o n e authoritative source-Thornson

Financiai

Securities Data.
From M&A and IPO transactions t o in-deprh broker research and stock ownership trends, o c r
newly-combined suite of products brings you t h e soiuticns you reed-online,

o n t h e Web, or on

your Intranet. To [earn more a b o u t o u r products and services, visit o u r Web site a t v~lww.tfsd.com.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet (or, Keeping up with the Intern&)

d

Can information professionals master this seemin y hopeless task? Susm Fingerman
explains why it's best to take a step back, take a eep breath, and think. Instead of trying
to tame the Internet, you'll be better off concentrating hardest on getting the information
you need.

The Sawy Conference-Goer Does SLA
Overwhelmed by the amount of programming that's available at the SLA annual
conference? Don't sweat it! Seasoned veteran Dan Trefethen shares a few to tips on how
to get the most out of your conference experience.

Laurence Prusak Shares Thoughts on Success and Knowledge Management
This year's annual conference General Session speaker Lauence Prusak chats with the
1999 Conference Planners about library school programs, networking, virtuality, and more
in this candid interview.

Quick Access: Bnd Statistical Data on the Internet
In a typical business library, current or historical uotes on interest rates, foreign exchange
Now we are hap y to know that most
rates, stocks, etc. are requested frequently, if not
of the data are available for free on the Internet. Di Su shares some use ~1sites.
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DBCUWENT DELIVERY, WadC Wide Sources. Fast, Efficient, Inexpenj sive. Twenty-two years experience. Let us solve your research problems.
1 CAROLIB. Phone (919) 929-4870. Fax (919) 933-1253. E-mail

/ carolib@intrex.net.

1

!
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JOBS IN IHMFORMAT1.ON - Knowledge Macagement, Cniine and Internet Research Ccntezt zn6 Intranet Management 8 in North America and
Emope a TFPL 212 269-4666 vnvw.tfpl.com.
0

Participate in the second wave of the revised and
updated W - b a s e d lnforrnation Services Panei (ISP).
This silrvey sf SLA members, corrducteef in May, gathers
statistics that zre of great value, including:
Financial and operating benchmark data,
Roles and responsibiiities, and
Usage of products, services and formats.
Summary resuits from the 1998 survey can be viewed zi

htip://www.~la.srg/research/isp98.htmi
Wespsnden.ts
have free access to 1999 data. The ISP survey,
administered by the Phase 5 C~nsultingGroup inc., is fuliy
supported by the SLA Board. Please participate!
Questions: contact David Ang, Manager, Phase 5
Consulting Group Inc. zt 1-613-241-7555 ext, 7 l Z sr
davida@phase-5.comor Ruth M. Arnold, Ph.D., SLA's
Research Director, at 1-576-679-3746 or ruth@sia.org.
-
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Getting to the Future
One more time during my terx in office, I want to write about the fdture. Let me tell you up front
tk~atI am not going to give you any guaranteed methods for succeeding in the future. It's not that I
don't want to share, but I don't know any. Neither am I going to try to predict the future. The World
Futures Society states they do not do predictions either; they only provize a forum for ideas about the
future to be shared. I am taking this forum to share my thoughts and comnents.
With a new century upon us, we are frequently hearing about visions for the future. How do we develop these? A book on the subject is Wide-Angle Vision by Wayne C. Burkan (Wiley, 1996). One of
Burkan's points is forecasting limits our options and fences us in, but anticipating increases our options and contributes to our freedom. It describes several ways to improve our anticipation skills and
among them are:
anticipate by using splatter vision, which means never becoming sc focused that you expect your
next challenge to come from a specific direction
anticipate by developing methods for reading the signs of trends
anticipate by creating an early warning system to monitor changes in your leading indicators
What does all this anticipation mean for SLA? As I hope you know by now, we are currently examicing the structure of the associztim so we can maximize its usefulness to ourselves in the future. The
future of SLA (and all other associations) is a moving target. We have been doing small upgrades on a
regular basis, but now it's rime for a major new release ... or is it? That is one of the things our examination will tell us.
At the Winter Meeting, we held a Town Meeting. What most impressed me about that event was the
constructive and positive tone. The best part of the outcome for me as oae of your leaders is that while
you told us that there is room to improve, we seem to be doing things mostly right. Earlier in the article, I mentioned the World Futures Society. In a similar discussion to ours, the futurists are discussing
what to call their field of study (futury, futuribles, futurics, futurology, ek). Maybe we should become
special informables or special Iibxaryologists! 1leave that to your imagination.
I find it most encouragiag that a profession whose claim to fame is rooted in preserving the past is
making a conscious effort to lcok forward. How do we watch for future trends?
hang out in glamour districts of artists, musicians, fashion designers-use wide angle vision by increasing your periphera! view of issues
think in opposites by looking for countertrends
follow headings from yellow pages-for that matter, do wide-spread reading of all kinds
watch your language-es~ecially nouns used as verbs
As I was wrapping up wofi an this article, I felt a bit like Andy Roaney. When he does his verbal
essays on "60 Minutes" he often starts out talking about one topic and ends with aqother. I think I followed his style with this piece. The future is so big and has so much potentid, it prompts one to wander from one topic to another.
I began my first column as SLA president with an international greeting. I feel even more strongly
now at the end of my term that we will continue to grow in our global interests. Thanks to all of you,
my fellow members, for allowing me to both lead and follow you this year. In several languages the
common expressi~nused when departing does not actually mean "goodbjre", but rather it means "until
we see each other again", and sc I wilt leave you with a@ Wiedersehen,basta hego, and au revoil:

L. Susan Hayes

SLA President
Information Oatlooh Maq 1999
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versity of the West Indes (LTYI),
foased on bringkg together
professionds involved in the creation, -magement, and deveIopment of infomation q s z n s ,
caterhg to the needs of specid
sectors of society. Dr. Elaine Wdlace, director of the Lrifomation
Division Lri tke O%ce of fie
mime Minister, wted t5at t, the
Ckibbem there are a nmber of
specig libraries i
? the public x:d:
pevate secttrs, however, there is
low p a e and a lack of in?om:a§LA Executive Dkemr David tion on the fmction and role of
R. Bender was the keynote the special iibrary withh orpispeaker during "Specid Libraries zations, She stated that the 2ir, the Caribbean on Gle Tfiresh- brary is Gle fist to go, wher: Gie
old of the New Mi%enniumn at instiOXions they Sdong to dethe AElmbra Inn LI KECi~gston, ;ides to a t cost. Bender adjamah, on F e b ~ a r y 10-12, dressed these key h u e s of Gle
1999. The fnree-dzy mJerence corference durhg his speech,
hosted by the Comonwdth Li- stat@ that special Ebrarks esbrary Association ( C O I U ) , ja- EbIished in organizations give
mica Libray Association, and companies a ampetitive edge
the D e p m e n t of Library and and save thex money. "Libraries
information Studies at the 3ni-

several t h e s Bek a s t of operz-

to join@ the Baker Library,
she served as the head of Refereapbyees have to spend aquir- ence and Inst~xtional'Sewices
ir,g irformation frcm extead at Boston Coilege, Boston, I&%.
sources, said Bender." Bender She also sexed zr: management
noted Giat govemxent and: am- and :esea:ch fields of the cordemic iibrrks wen Aways per- porate li3rary environment at
ceived 2s b e i i a zecessity, h t e
Ewkocment Protection
business libraries had a negative Agency (EPA), Federal Home
perception by managers ad ex- Lozn Bank of &1anta, and the
under-used entity, International Technicd Assodam t h s as &I
ordy offerkg passive services to zon, sewkg the paper and pulp
compaq employees. However, in0usQ (TAPPI). B&by is the
that perception is changing as h- recipient cf C?e 1994 Manageformation pro?ession&, once re- ment Leadership AWZI-dfrom
garded as reference Zbrarias, Lie Libray Xanagement Diviprovide value to idomation C2ey sion. She is t5e c h k of the
amage. ""Bsirtess l.%rzies are 1998- 6999 SLA Nominating
on The verge of setting sEmdxds Committee. Bi'lby is an active
for the rest of the wxid &at wii member of C!e Soston Chapter,
ziter C?e &yi3ical library's smc- Libray Management, and Busim e , &e mgle sp of its work ness & F;iaxe Divisions.
force and the mame; in which
that wok force meets the needs
of its users," Bender eqIaked,
He also pointed out that iibrari- Di
i?i A C S 5GOC

%xby reducing the rim that
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Elizabeth A, Bibby was appointed the director of the Buslness Infor~ationS e ~ k e Cens
',er at the i3aiier Library of the
Hitrvard Easiness School, Prior

Take some time to t h m b
throzg!! your professional magazines md check out the new
series of advertisements from
E m 6; Bradstreet. l%o:dgh t5e
ads are man: ta boost dhek
own hsiness, they have been
swamped with calls from appreciative librarians. T%e first ad in
the series (see photo) w U eventuaily be made izto a poster,
im t i ~ ~ ~
w4s
d ,3 2

Gei the power tool for

business n e w fhaf
fee Ann Ciiftgn
Joe Ann Qifton, SLA past-president
and reti~edmanager of Information Sewices for Litton Industries, Inc., Woodland
Hifls, CA, died on Thursday, March 18,
1999. Ciifton received her secondary education from SanE Monica City College and
the University of California-Los Angeles
(UCLA), Clifton worked at Litton Industries, In.c., for tkirty-six years before she
retired in 1990. A devcted member of the
association since 1956, she maintained an
extensive career in top SLA leadership positions at tke association, chapter, and division levels, as well as serving on numerous associatj.on committees. In 1976-1977,
she serve6 as the Southern California
Ci?apter president, and as chair of the Infcrmation Technology Division in 19781979. In 1982.-1983, she served as chair
of the L,ibra:y Mznagernent Division. Clifton's association-level activities included
service on the Nominating Committee
1982-1984, Strategic Plaming Committee
in 1984-1936 and 1987-1988, Board of
Directors Division Cabinet Chair 19851986, SLA fresident 1988-1989, Association Office Operating Chair 1988-1989 and
Awards and Honcrs Committee Chair
1990-199 1. Througho~ther distinguished
career, Clifton received a number of honors
a ~ awards.
d
In 1992 she was nominated
into the assoc:ktion's Hall of Fame. The Information Technology Division (ITE) recently named a Student Award in her honor, A rr;emo:i$ service was held on April
3, 1999, in Dolan Springs, AZ.
During her time with SLA, Clifton
spearheaded ihe SLA Inter-Association Image Task Force. The image of the information prcfessioml had long been a concern
of hers; especially how librarians we perceived 'uy others in society, including those
who influence and impact their professiona3 statc:s (positions, titles, salaries, and
advancements). As a result, she set up this
task force to conect data on the issue to ultimately determine the perceived image of
the librarian.

{ yields m o r e needies )
per haystack.
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SEA is proud to announce the debut of a new -Merrdbers-Only section of o w web
sitel This password protected section of the web site will be the conduit through
which members gain access to several of SEA'S valuable benefits. Features of the
new Members-Only section will include:

As this site will be password protected for your security, each member has been assigned a PIN whrmch
will gram you access ta this impor-.
!ant part of' the SLA web site. Brand
new SLA membership cards, containing personal PINS and other pertinent information, have been created for a11 current members. Please
look for this card in the mail soon,
keep it in a safe yet accessible place,
and use it to oper, the door to these
special member benefits %

Membersiip Expiration Date

Special Libraries Associatior,

Visit the Members-Only section
by typing www.sla.srg and clicking on the "Members-Only" link.
Look for more infomation about
the Members-Only section in upcoming issues of Information Outlook@ and on SEKs web site.
Questions?? Please e-mail us 2t
membership@ sla.org.
8 information Oul!ooh Eaq 1939
0

WWYJ.E~~O~~

SLA's ~ i s s ~ is
cn
:o ~ d v ~Lhe
c eiezders5p role cf its zienbers in putsfig
kowledge to work for C?e bexefit of decision-makers in ccrporatiocs,
goverr.=ent, ?lie professio~?~,
2nd society as well es to s h q e the des:iny
cf oor i~formatio:: and :knowledge-based sccie?y.
Coxtact SZk:

1700 Zighreenth Szeei. W * Wzs:?ing;on, DC 23039-2514 USA
Main Phone: 1-202-234-4700. Fax: 1-202-265-93!7
3m2il: s:z@sla.org www.sis.org
Fw-oa-Demmd Servxe: 1-888-411-2856 o: 1-415-278-3915

.

For ?dernbcs'Lges Oriy:
Visi: SLKs "Members-3dy" section of me web by ; ) ~ i a g - m s h . o r g 2nd
cliclung oil the "Members-Co:y" 1x11.

Above is an example ofthe Iwo-sided
membership card you will be ~ecei-Angin the moil.

Choice Magazine's Academic Book Award Winning
Major Authors on CD-ROM :

hliguel de Cervantesl .Roberto Gonziiez E c h e v ~ i aGeneral
,
Editor
Walt Whitman Ed ?&om and Kenneth M. Price, Generd Editors

.

Primary Source Media's Major Authors

page by page, to facside images wLch can :beprized or downloaded. Sp-Ash criticd editions of d l of Cer\.arn%s3sWO&S zre offered with the
zest widely-used Engiish translations and Cmxubizs's classic 161i refere x e work Tesoro de la lengua castellanu i". My smhabie +text 2nd facs i d e . A v s d y b z z h g gdery of over 103.mages of Doc Qcixote, from z
variety of cdtures ilcinding &ope, t
kU.S., a d Asia, is dso included.

Major h&rs OnZine: Walt Whitman presenb a2 of Whitman's published
works ia the ordy schohrly edition avaiizble, New Yok Cnive~ityPress's %e
Collected writings of %it '#?&nun. Supporting ~ a t e d include
s
hmdreds
of mannxipt irages from botii the New York P&3 Libraq and the L m r y
of C o e s s . A J ~e edied~sof haves of Gmss ?~blisheddwhg Whitmads
iireL?nee:as weE zs Two Rivulets, DmmTaps, and Sequel lo Drum-EPJ x e
kckrided zs digid hcsimiles. In addition, tbe fiG text of eve9 page in thee
&dens ap,nezs as an kiiage ca$on, enzbhg mearchers to examine ':7e
w$jna! dfions 2nd iekieve Iaguage, imageq and tiiees.

Major Authors Online is flexibly structured t~ 5: your Ebrq's speciiic needs:
chmse age, severd or a auihors, hc!uding Xrginin Wcolj The Brontes,
Samuel Johnson andhnes Bomell. Spedai bqer-kilored *kg is available
to promote the brozdest pcss%!e accessibihiy of these resmch toois. Access
to a2 h a y So.uce Media online databases is obtajli-zble thxoogh either
password or IP address authorizatior,.

Major Authors Onlim: Miguel& Cervantes is a coinpiete resoace for
stud;v'ing ?he greatest writer LI the Sgazish hguage in both Znglis5 a d
Spar&:. It contains keyed tzxt of all Cewams's works in their firs: editiors

Join the @hue of research!

Contact us today for .;7oma~onzboot a no-d~ligatio::30-hy aq.'s;al md c b ~ t r
~~ioscri9aon.

www.rnajorauthors.psrnedia.com
.

PIprni~~~y
SOURCE
MEDIA The Future of

Research

1 800 444 0799 .www.psmedia.com .saIes@psmedia.com

The Gale Group
CAir RES64RCII

,UiOxuAIIONACCDI
DaIMAlrZoVLICI 'OM,AN"
MEOIA

Doma We Scheeder was
elected as the new presfdenteject of th? Special Libraries Association. Qheeder is the depuq
zssistant director of the Congressicnd Resezck Service at
the Ei'irasy of Congress in
MTashingon, DC. Prior to her position as deputy assistznt director, she was acting chief of the

Chzpter president 1995-1996; direcar, 1993-1994; finair, X3~;i-.
nating GomeZee 1997-1998.
She Is also a meaber of the Mineeapciis 'Conference Prograr,
?lan&:g Committee 1997-1999.
Bsnis SmaB HeEkfew, science li- bra5an a!: the Wicmia State .
-sniversity, Nolthridge, CAP,,was
decteci as divisior: cabir,~&&elect. Heifer received M..L.S. from
Westen EJ"~~c&zB Zniversiy Li
1995. She has been an active
member i~ <ie association skce
1974: sewhg as chair of the In- fom.atisn Techmiogy ad am~ i ~ i a t i o c Divisions,
s
tym
'IZnsky2head of the Engineerkg ~d Sdmce Library a6 Came@
Mellor, Uciversiq, E%bdrgh9
PA, was elected to 51e Board of
DireSors. She received her
A.M.&.§. from the Universiq of
M.!chigan k :955. T L P I Shas
~~
served as chak for the Award
Co~i~dEeeof <ye Pisburgk

Galjardo in Sans Tecia, 5 % ~
past Mxch. McPhaii $an Diego
Chapter) is c:lrrentIy sewing at
the BibEoteca G a k d o as a 3 1 brigk Scholar unt2 June of ti!%
year. D~ringa preser&tion to
5 e Red NacionA de infxms'Lion D o ~ n e n t d ec Salad
(XENiDSj, ske used the "'Competencies" d~cumez:as a basis
for a iiveIy discussion 33 the
p f e s s i o ~ dan2 persong competencies needed by specid iibrarims around &e twrid. T;?e
librsriacs were pleased to receive a copy of C?e Spanish version and intended to share it:
wig:. fe2ow colleag~esacd directors. McPha2 has dso been
invited to make Gle sam.e presenta2.m acd "Conpeteccies"
d o ~ ~ r n eavaila5k
nt
Q ?i3 librarians of El Sahador Z&ng t5e
week of May 225, Z 999, at %e Ei
i3ia Gel Biblictecario {fee Gay of
;he Liiirarian).

sion iq 1999, Scheeder is 2.
graduate of Georgetown University S&od of Foreig Servke.
She cuxent!y aattends Caholic
University School of Li'3rzy azd
Infomaziion Science.
SLA
men3er since 2977, Sckeder
has served the associa5on k
many capacities, she kas <kee
years of experience on the box^
of Directors 2.s treascrer, chair of
h e Finance G o ~ ~ i t t em
ed, as a
member of the Strategic ?lacning a d Office Operations Conmisees. S o s e of her awards aEC
honors ianclude: The SLA Fellow
1998; Agnes Henebry ROE sf

goup leader of competitive inteiligecce, Z&ed Technsiogks Eesearch Center in East Wz<ford,
CT, was elected to the Boxd of
Dkemrs as well. Moon rec,eived
he: M.L.S. from Syracse Urk~ersrq ix 1979. S3e kas pcxticipa:ed
in numeroris chapte: and divlas 'c;?e
sion a ~ t i ~ i e sservsg
.
caair of the Aerospace Division
and presidep:: of Cie Coraedict
eiaiig C:il,apt?r.R e neMiiy eIeSed
e e s vl& be i~stded.
Wed~eday,pine 9, 1999, 5: ttf-ie
30th kwud ,Cocference k m-

,

Scheeder E/cct&
to Lead SB,

provides an institudon
and its researchers
unlimited access to
comprehensive coverage of
international life sciecce joilrnal
and ~ e e t i n literamre.
g

Search BlOSlS Previews
on CD and on the Web for:
Unmatched coverage of .vlrmd!y every
life science discipline
Current information updated monthly
8

540,000 items added annuaiiy from
nearly 5,500jourcals, international
meeting proceedings, and books
Over 7.4 million items from 1985 to Cqe
present: with abstracts when avaiiable

BIOSIS Previews contains enhancements to
i a indexing desigzed to nake searching
easier and the retrieval of records n o r e
accurate. In 1999, BIOSIS will also
introduce new infomation to the file, such
as Medline's MeSH disease terminology to
facilitate multi-file searches.

orld of
1
8

For more information abcjut Cte fre e tria
progran, call today and nlention ccbde
SLP599PR.

1-800-523-4806,press I (I. :SA and C:anad
215-587-4847 (World~videj
info@rnail.hiosis.org
mv.biosis.org/htmis/ads /previews html

.
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Since 1985, the OCiC TechPro service has helped hundreds s f librariazs Beep pace
with cataloging. giving patrons prompt access to materiais

=

EiLixhatioxl of bzcidogs or ongc~hgcataioghg assistance
Ccst~mizedca:aiogi?g anC hysical processi~g:c z a t c h
your exact specL5cations
Cataloging of lnateriais i~ d i bibkgraphic formats and ic
m a y Zacgnages
Quality catalogiq a: prices that can reduce your cverdi
catdoging costs

If yoc ceed help getting recentiy p.;Xished Snglish ianpage books,
serlals and videos catzbged, but cio cot need complex editiq or
extensive local i.xformation aaded to records, ask about the TechPrc
Easic Price Option. 701' qualifreb materials. this option offers a preset
price per titie.

Contact Marcia Stsut, OCLC TechPro representative, today %r more infornation.

To visit libraries ic m y foreign coucey?to observe their
profession& activities m d services, and to cornpare tkem
to cor?lemporay prackes in the US. is indeed exeking
and &allenghg. As an B E X short-term grant recipient for
several consecutive yeas, it was most rewzrding to travel
tkrou9;mt Croatia, visit libraries, attend and present pap a s at the biennial pmfessiocd co&rences cf Hrvatska
knjizniczrSiio dmstvo (Cr~atianLibrary Assoda~onj.
Although 1 h v e visited and observed libraries cP dl
G e s , I will concentrate here on the development of specid
librarianship in Coa;Lia, which is represented by a mas!: diverse group of libraries- !cdus?id, coprate, bmk: medi d , law, galiery, archival, mseum, institx5ona3, etc,
Specid libraries LI present day Croatia-a c o u n 3 k
transition kom a. socidist to a democratic government,
from a $armed to a market-oriented emeoxy are hced
wi5l naxeroas difEicuIties. The enormous iosses tkmug5orrt the country braught about by the recent war z e estimated in d i o n s of Co2ars ia damages to homes, x h o i s ,
libraries, hospids, and factory buildixgs. Numerous organizations are undergoing reorga?-ia;Licns md fa~oriesare
not fU1~ctionhgat their optixzm level of prod~ction.This
is devastathg to Gk county's economy and indirecQ~affects L?e state of czmerons special li5rxies.
In spite of frequext 'LXEmlties, special librarians in a
nuxber of industries are forging ahead with a m s t profound professional attit;~de,extecding their activ?.ies and
trying tci provide, qu2e often with limited. %cding, :kir
nser dientde with innovative ad outstandag services.
Exznples are IXA-InCustrija, Zagreb: I N h d.d. Maziva
Rijijeka, jf%;adeKocm, and Xu6jer 3cskovic instimt.
The highlight of my latest p:ofessianai visit (Octeber
1998) was 5le oppo$mity to attend and participate in
the Biennid Xeeting of Special Libraries Section held at
Lie 3ist Congess of the Croatian Library Association in
Zadar-a city of outstanding libraries: inciu6ing spezizii
libraries. It was most exciting and encouraging to obserie
the enthusiasm of the younger generation of special 14brariacs who are increasing not only in numbers: but
&so in their edxcationd and practicdi acZevemen3. Tke
main focm of the rneezieg v ~ z sthe repor; on: 2 survey of
the availabifity and the roie of i&rmation: tecilnoio,g
and the skills a d knovJiedge in the usage of avzS.able
technology in special Iihawies in CroZia.

The Chemical Reference for the New Millennium
The online version of Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of

Users can save searches and then carrow down their "hits" to
the most on-point ones by searching ~ % h ithe
c r e s ~ l t of
s a specouples the internationally acclaimed content with z powerful cific search. Search queries and their matches can also he
search engine and intuitive user interface. Witk. no concurrerd saved on the users' hard drive and referred to late?.
usage reszictions, users can call up a wealth of infor~~etion
Evolving with Science
coverilqg the entire chemical industry and allied. fields at any
time .with a click of the mouse from any computer with Internet With 40 or more riew and revised articles per quarter, subaccess-in the library, the office, or the laboratory. A~uthorized scribers to Kirk-Othmer Online will stay current with the
users may also take advantage of &&-in zccess via ;.he latest developments in chemical technology and related
liceasee;~secure network. Users have access to the entire fields. Without the iimitations imposed by printed volumes,
Kirk,-Other contents-word for word-with the benefits articles will be updated and revised in response to actual
changes and developments in the cherr,ical industry rather
afforded by our powerfd search and navigation capabilities.
than i?l alphabetical order.

Chemical Technology34th Edition, Kirk-Other Online

Pinpoint and Jump to Information with Ease
Kirk-Othmer Online has Seen designed by scientists for sc;-

e2tists. Data has been tagged and organized by scientists who
understand how cur subscribers use Kirk-Othmer and
zpproacl: research questions. Searchicg can he conducted ir,
both query-based an& menu-driven modes. To quickly target
needed iaformation in tine database, users can seaxh by.. .
Kev words and ~ h a s e s .
* Autho:c, asthor affiLatioa, company. brand, and trade names.
Category; including Chemical A4bstractRegistry Numbers
(CASRhii, tables, figures, and bibliographic references,
* Sectio:~type, inciuding physical properties; chemical
properties; nanufactw%ng and processing; production and
shipment; econozic aspects; specifications,standards,
and q ~ z l i t yco2trol; analytical and test methods; health
and safety ?actors; uses; and derivatives.

Licensing and Inquiries
Kirk-Othmer Online is available to subscribers as an
annual site license fwc $2,750 per year. A site is defined as
2 single geographically contiguous office building, complex
or campus location. Multi-site licenses are available as
well. Licensees are entitled to unlimited access to the content
within a site.

To discuss licensing Kirk-Othmer Online, please contact. ..
John Wiky & Sons, Inc.
Customer Service, Subscriptior Dept., 9th Floor
605 Third Avenue, New York, W'\I 10'158
Tei: 1-800-826-7550
Fax: 1-212-850-6021
E-Mail: mbinfo.wiiey.com

The Special Libraries Association has two infoxmtive
programs ir: 1999 k i t w3 enable you to better understand Me licensing of electronic resources. Our first program in the series was a videoconference held on March
4, De-nys&fiing the LicerLsng g"E/ectronic Resumes.
This was a very popular program and was viewed iq
many areas of the US., Canada, and London. If you
missed this event that explored the defmkion of a license,
its iegal Ixpkations, and the speci2c license terns and

Fos more i$omiation,

contaci
Valerie Taylor

paierieWa.orgl

conditions in a licensiq agreement, you are st$ in iwcki
The fornal presentations from our panelists, Moily ly.
Sherden, partner, "abody Q Arnold; Pamela Qark, vice
president, American International Gro~p;and Trisha L.
Dwis, head, continuing acquisition division, Ghio SWe
Zniversity, were taped along with the questions and answers from 3xr 3cst sites 59at were raised during the
broadcast. AX of this is available on videotape fo_r $55.00
f a SLA mexbers or $65~26for 303-members. 'To order
your copy, go to the Virktal Bookstore at hn2:ii
wwslapublishing.o;g or c& 1-202-939-9633.
The next program in the licensing series, EJecti~e Negoaah'ng Techniquesfor Licensing Content: wiil be heid
on October 14. If yo:^ have a general understanding oof
the terns and cmditions of a license, but aren't sure how
to negotiate the best deai for your organization, dcn't
miss this important videoconference. \rou'll gain insight
into how Informticn professionals can best position

ththdr needs as well as ucderstx~dthe rights and concerns
of the content vendor. Learn the secrets to becoming a
more success?~:neggotia~oriThis educational opportunity
indudes an kour and a hdf satellite broadcast with question and answer segments (where we &lie your questms
live on the air), workshop activities before and seer the
broadcastr and the o~pomnityt3 engage LT informative
disc-~ssiar,with yowr peers.
During this basic to intermediate level program, you'll
;em:
the importance of <?e negoMatim pmess
a
what both the infomation professionl and &e content vendor bring to the zbie
practicg tips to being a successful negotiator
the com~unicationskzs essentia! LO negotiatkg
what not ';o do during the negetiation
SLA M i be hosting sites in Yew Ygork, Philadelphia.
Washington DC, Boston, Chiego, Los Angeles, Toronto,
and London, If you live elsewhere, you can bring this
program tc yom city, too! Site licenses are for sale.
that is required to be a %ost site" is a videoconference
facility capaXe of downlinking Ku or C band sateilite
transmission, and a vohnteer to act as a ''site coordinator." SLA wiE provide everything you need to successfuliy conduct <?is program. To register at any of the preselected caties listed or to king this progrzrn to your
area, visi: at cur web site at kc?://-~w.sla.org/proCessionaUlicense.htnL In addition, for thcse members who
do not live in t??e above areas, the satellite broadcast
portion of the program wiri be ava3able on the web @is
does not indude tF:e workshcp activ%iesj.
The purpose of SLA's distance iearnhg program, inchding sateilite videoconferences, multL~ediacomes,
and online education is to provide yyo wid?.top notch eGucztiond oppom.nities without i x m i n g travel costs.
Videoconferences are a exceldex wzy to bring
qu&y speakers to you dong with the charice to learn
from your peers in this workshop settiig. B k e a.dvantage
of this opportunirji For xore information, contact tiie
Professionai Devdopnent departme~t at 1-202-9393579, ext. 679 or by e-mail at profdev@sh.org.
83
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Business.

There's no telling d h t you'll need to h o w next in todq's gractice.West1avvCN m ~ &s Business mates it eeasier to fii dlthe
expect of you. Wit:", compre>.ensivebusiness news and infomation speclficalkfir hqrers, you'll stay
roles your d i e m and your 51x1
one step diead of y c x opponent. And avoid costly mistzkes. For FREE traicicg or to learn more, c d 1-800-757-9378,ext. 65584.
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here is a bit of wistfulness, a touch of panic, and a whole lot of frustration
behind the cry heard throughout the land these days: "How can I keep up
with the Internet?" It's a particularly plaintive lament when it comes from
the mouths of information professionals. Yes, we, who for vears have taken pride in knowhg where to find that needle in the haystack, are now wringing our hands
with the rest of the "great unwashed" of nearly drowned Internet information seekers.
But why do we feel this way? For years we've been able to keep track of multitudes of
new Catabases, new reference sources, new review sources, methodologies, search tactics,
product, event and SIC codes, and all the paraphernalia of the information professionals'
stock and trade. For years we've been reading the right journals, subscribing to ail the best
mailing lists, and consulti>g all the right colleagues, keeping alive t b t mystique that we
"know everything, or at least where to find it," (to paraphrase a statement from Samuel
Johnson used in a long-running ad not too many years ago.)

Susan Fingerman, SMF InJonation Services, is an information broker and Internet trainer;
president ofthe Maryland Chapter Q~SLA,director ofthe Assonation ofindependentInformation fk$essionak (wv?w.ai@.org),and was editor qf The CyberSkepticJs Guide to
Internet ResearchJi-cm 1997-Febmay 1999. She still conlnibutes to CyberSkeptic as editor
of the "Looking At" section. She is afrequent contributor to Business Information Alert
and o,'herpub2icatons,She can be reached at smJi~oo@erokcom.
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Okay, it's a rhetoricai question. For years, we've done online research in a controlled environment. There were the big three, or six
or seven (actually the Directory of Databases has irundreds 'out
only the broadest or most esoteric research needed more than a
few.) There were only Lze aggegators who Licensed the major da&base products and gave us nice, tidy, UNIFOILI search services
with lots of documentation and bona gdes to make us sure of what
we were searching and providing to oi;r clieats. And the ciients,
while some insisted we do a "Nexis" search or a "CD-ROM" search,

than most. We're concerned wXI, aad expected to 3e i~,fc:med
about, the hardware, the so-%are, the sear61iring methods, C?e ontput optiocs, 51e costs (came VvX k2ow it ain't dl free!:, and of
cwarse the sites of reputable, authoritative, and currect infomation. And the pace is dizzying compared to the good old 5ays when
DL4LC.G annoucced eight new databases a month, EEXIS-NEXIS
rearranged its libraries only every six month to a year m d EO'W
JONES added ten new publications a week. Now, accord~gto Cqat
wonder%; Iist of Inzrnet-rdated iiaiku poetry that has beec making tke e-mail rounds over the pas: fcw years:
fie we&siteyou seek
cannct Be located lixt
endless others exist.
Cool Cectral {iit'Lp:l/~i-vnv.coolcentrd.com)
has a
of tile week, day, hour, and moment,." For a lazgh, take a lock at 5kir hone
page, with the pengins that Bash by at different speeds, dependkg on what t h e frame
they iilustrste. it n a y put 22 or"this into perspective.

My third and fourth pieces of advce-

mainly didn't have a clue what we were doing, but only knew Lzat
after we worked our magic they had exactly the information they
needed in just the right format at just the rigkt time.
So now we'rz in a brave new world. Our old s&n&iys have
merged, been purchased, changed their interfaces and received
LOTS of compeiition from Lie big "I" word. Our ciiem conduct
much of their own surfing, and the ones who dc it aE the time are
perhaps better at it than us and know the best sites for their area of
expertise-or at least they think they do. And t k y get a3 this wonderful informa'lion for FREE. And EVERYTHING is on it. So how do
we keep up with our prcfessionaI pride in%&?
My first advice is to step back, %ke a deep breath, and think.
Think about what you've done over the past years as an infomation professionaI. You know GIe techniques of research, of evaluating sources, You master numerous different interfaces, practice the
art of the reference interaiew, and trans'iate need into the knowledge of where to look for the informaticn in the format required using the most cost-effective and timely methods. In shoc, you have
developed and honed ail the skills necessary for this now seemingly
hopeless task.
And that is my second piece of advice-it IS a hopeless task. But
that's okay, NO ONE is comprehensively keeping :up with the Internet. The smart people aren't really trying. They are concentrating
hardest on the information they need. Granted, as information professionals, we m y need to keep up with, 2nd even ahead o t more
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stay focused, and stand an the shoulders of
ethers. '#hat do YOU REALLY need to know?
Are there specific subjects you concentrate on? Is someorx eke
keeping up with those subjects and creaeing a metz-site or newsietter just for yo%? The Scozt Report newsletters, (http:lt
scout.cs,wisc.edu/) one of my very favorite sonrces of researchoriented web sites both olC and new, has specid editions on Business and Economics, (http:l/sco.;t.cs.~visc.edu/sc~ut/report/5useconl) and the Social Sciences (hzp:ilsco~t.cs.wi~c.~dii/~c~ut/re~ort/socsci/),as well as a generic report 5 ~ a covers
t
everything
else. After yo2 subscribe, the wonderful folks at the University of
Wisconsin who create these aewsletters wil e-maii them to you
%vice a week. They're even archived so ye.; can search past years
of informative sites. This is your tax doilar at work-the Scmt
Report is hnded by tke National Science Fountatioa and there's a
whole sectioc on their seiection methodciogyi
The University of Michigan Dccuments Center (hitpi/
henry.ugl.ii:3.umich.e~u/Iibhome/~ocuments.~enter/~~t~~htnl'~
tells
you everything you waat to know and are not afraid to ask about
sites wi& statistics snd government documents and has a 'TWhat9s
New" section that's very current. Gary- Price, biess him, at George
Washington Uni~ersity~
categorizes and updztes his "List of ElsW
(h~:/ip1is2,circ.~.ed:3/-~rice/list~f~htrn
freyendy. t'se hi:
"Edit-Find" featme of yonr favorite browser to get to the subject.
matter that you need, or tile source you tmst (Fortune, Forbes,
EM?, e k ) Law likarian Genie Qburski's dassic site on kg$ reis geared to
search, Lie Vimd Chase jw~.w~wirtbiaic'r,ase~com~,

jwww.cc.gatech.edu/gsr~/user-suweys
j , acd t3e C b e r A b
(cyberadas.interaet.comjsite that kraciis weekly web uszge a ~ d
g~owth.
Network Wizards' (mi.nw.com internationai domain count wiII remind you just why we're aE so cvemhehed by
the magiitude of the internet.
For some more macro thinking, szbscribe to the emdite and fzsAdjusted j
dna',ing First Monday montkly peer-reviewed journal about Internet issues jh~p:,p:li8;s:xonday,org),edited. by Edward. ]. Valauskas,
or the more practical bi-monthIy FreePint (w-.&eep&.co.ukj
newsletter.
Tc keep up wZ3 the latest ir!search efigkes (6id you know there
are kindreds of them, and speciaked ones too!) go to Danny SUEoAJe~fl~rk
Wizards2/24/99
van's far-reaching site (searcherLgkewxIChhcom)
and sxbscribe D his
novices and professionals alike. And we cannot leave out the Uni- newsiecter. Or point yow browser lo the site of tke frequent speaker
versity of Caiifornia at Berkeley site (http://sunsite.berkzley.edu/) an6 other search engine ~ J XGreg
,
Kotess jm.notess.comj a d
that not only has a wealth of information lir~ksfrom the home page %ke a look at jlis coxpaison charts m d his Laxst conference prebut also provides yoti with a weekly e-mail newsletter from the Li- sentzitions. k ~ speaking
d
of browsers, if you want to get technical
brarians' Index to the Internet. This newsletter kindly gives you +&e a look ar. BrowserWatch $rowses,~aZh.intenettcomm)
At Ieast
only twenty new sites at a time, b i t if you xust overdose, there is a yotr'Ii recognize the liqg when you next meet up with your hfomalink to more.
"Lion Systems (IS) people. And if you want get REALLY technid,
It's no coincidence, nor surprise to as, that these are ali prc- CTe World Wide Web Consortinrr, (m:dYTSc.orgj is one of the or@duced at universities or by iibrariacs. And it's also no coincidence nators of Internet rules and regs. In addition to the techrid e&k, the
that some may sound faxiliar. The more articles you read acd tke site has some g o d basic background infomation as weC: as the iatmore meetings you go to, h e more you -dIIstart hearing about a est news on Iaternet developments. The orgaqization's dkeaor is
basic core group of sites that give y m die biggest bang for your none other tban ?Im Berners-Lee. Lqe creator of the Wodd Wide Web.
buck Eike comfort in this. It's kind of Iike those old multi-line
search statements Clat sooner or later ail s%rt resuking in the s a m
hits! Maybe fnere's a message here. Maybe you only have to bookmark a limited number of Lm's to get to the icformatioc you need.
i know that d good information professionals st$ iike the feel of
tize printed page between their fingers now and then. Here's my
short list of MUST reading [we: zt l e s t a &we at tke Table of ConE
tents and an aricIe or two) far tke t%:Jjyinformed and np-to-date:
After subjectjsite infomation, the next big thing is the Internet fie QberSkeptk'sGuide r5 Internet Rescmch (miibib%iodataicom),
itself. You may be surprised to know that a Iot of people are just be- Batdare and Online magazixes (www.orJi~einc.comj,Semcher %:d
fie B@o?rnath?Ad~isor
ginnig to reazy understand what this computer network is ail In,6m&1eionl o d q ~d~w.infoto6ay.com),
a b u t . And vdlenever you 2ke the plunge, it's the best t i e , since (www.fmdsvp.con;,), Business and/or .&gad 1&6ornanbn A h '
(wn.epinc.co~Jprods/ia.htm.)
the Internet re-invents itself every hour. To be sure that we do ccn- (vwYv.de@~b.cox;.and I@f&lm
prebend, and can explain it LO others, check cut another UC 8erke- You probabiy get one or more of these dready, m d z a y even have
ley site, their comsework for Internet Zaining (http:ll your own, subject-specific favorites. Cte cost of these s~bscriptians
www.Iib.berkeiey.edu/TeachingLiblGtlides/Interne~Findinfo.
htxI) . is retimed mmy-fold in t3e time they sziw you when you click on
When I Iooked at this site in ?$tarch, S~eirextensive hitorial had that browser and go. And don't forget C?e frequent flyer miles you
can accxmlate g o i ~ gto C7e conferexes sponsored by these publishbeen updated as of January 1999,
For current hardware and sofwzre technical &formation, sub- ers. or the value of your Io& S U chapter progms.
scribe to a news service iike NewsEdgets Newspage
And now for my fmal piece of a&&. it comes fron: Cte old joke
(m~newspage,com)or the free Internet World Weekly Digest about the y m g man vidi the ticket to a concert in WC, wkc stops
(www.iw.comldigest.htd). NewsEdge is reiativeiy inex~ensivefor an old fellow on the street m d asks him how CLO get to Camegie HA.
up to ten categories. There is a free version that worh Iike a news- ine reply? "?ractice, practice, practice." To paraphrase, tc keep up
group, that is you m s t go lo t!!eir site to getyour updates, but i he with the Ket, use it, use it, use it. An6 remember the venerabie
information is mostly the saxe as the fee-based, e-mailed version. words of h a h computer wisdom
Echpage jhttp:!l~.educauseeedu/pub/edupage/edupageehtmiis
But @memop
a free newsletter that arrives in your e-mail thee times a week wid?
we wish t g hold the whole sky
but wc new- will.
digestible abstracts of infornation on technology and Qe players
(This art$% is based on a presentation giver, at the SLA J a n x 4
that create 2- If you want to be the smart kid on the block about Internet statistics, look at the Nua Icfcrmation Consultancy surveys Conference, June a, f 998. It has been up6ated appropriately.)
g
(www,nrta.ieisu~eys),S!e Georgia Tech annual user surveys
internet Domain Survey Hcsi Count
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.- Breakthrough technoiogy that lets yol: navigate seamlessiy iron: bibliographic
recorcs to :uii text articles. SiiverLinker connects you to ociine eiectronic journal systems,
iocai hcidings and preferred document deiivery suppliers.
...,;.
,.~'. 5. f,...$.:;.<:f$;> ">
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:,
Cur use~friendiyweb-based search and retrievai softwhiaie lets novice and
expert users iocate precise iniormation in a single search statement.
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For weekly updates via the internet of INSPEC, Current Contents Searcha
acd other data5ases.
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Visit us before the show at
~iww.silverplatter.com

Our eriodicals are csnsistentIy the most highly cited in the field.
Libraries and IEEE, q d i y or;r customers can uxst.
Sowce: Joui-nal Citation Report efthe lnstitixtej%rScien,tj% 1n.i-mation, 1998.

he amual conference is the
only place where we really
see the fulI power of SLA:
the mazing array of programs sponsored by the divisions; the networking opportunities; the lengths to which
vendors will go to outshine each other. In
order to take advantage of the most relevant opportunities, you need to have a
game plan.
The conference follows a fairly strict daily
format. Each day has its individual focus. You
can get the fIavor of this by studying the fie/irmhqv Cor@ermnogram and SLA's web
site, but it's hard to know how to get the
most out of an SL4 conference until you've
been to a few. Let me share some tips I've
picked up after attending many conferences.

:
.

-

:
.

:
.

-

:
-

.

:
-

etthg Sta~ed
I j. Plan on using the new personal
scheduler on the S M web site,
www.sla.org, Conferences and Meetings

-

section which allows you to search the conference database and print out a personal
itinerary. Keep in mind "must attend"
items, but dways keep a list of interesting
options in advance. Programs overlap, and
pIanning ahead will prevent you from wasting time onsite. If you're in a program
that's not right for you, check your program
for an alternative and go. If you have an
overlapping commitment, it is perfectly acceptable to walk out of these sessions.
2) Don't try to take in the exhibits in
one marathon session. It will probably take
half a day to do the exhibits justice; more if
you're actually shopping for a software system or some other large expenditure. This
is your chance to try all the library cornputer products, and to ask vendors important
questions. To be fair to yourself you should
break up the exhibits-go into smaller sessions that can be squeezed into blank spaces
in your schedule. The exhibits are usually
adjacent to most of the program in order to

Dan nefethen is a Iibrmrmun
at the Boeing Cornpaqy.He has attended SEA conferences as
both chqter presSI&nt (PagicNorthwest) and dinkion chair (Solo Librmanrms).Ninneapoh will be his sixteenth sa@htSu annual conference.
lullrur.infnrmariian~ut~ook.com
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acmmmo&te this, And if a vendor you redly need to talk to is swzqxd, mme back %-.

OWtime {a good bet is rig& after exhibits
open or just before they close each day?.
3) Attend the &ision's open houses. Bilthou@ these occur kite k the day, and
chances are you are veqy tired, ay advice is
to resign yourself to being sleepy some of
the mornings, and go to a few. Some of the
hottest networking is available here. Sunday
and Monday nights are liveliest, sinwe everybody goes to see everybody from kist ye;u;
and all the well-known SL4 persondities
party-hop fiom suite to suite (sometimes in
a group). Since these are all s p e d librari;urs or Sends sf speciaB libraries, they have
abinammonwitfryou.ItisingrourbtS
interest to step ri@t up and introduce yourselfself
Be sure @ hit the %g Division Open
Houses". Even if you are not a member, grou
w3l h e f i t from th& networking aaailabIe
here. (One helpful strategyIthough, is b use
the "buddy system" when hopping aromd:
you W y s have someone to iaak to, and
you can in~oduceeach other throughout the
evening*)Also, look for chapter open house
announcementson the message boards.

rn of Evcn2s
ntinuing education course
to the course material,
there is great networking here with others
UT m e mncem,
More wntinuing education
options. The exbibits tse open rte ll:OQ
am.,andthkisagooddaypog&ajump
on them as there is almost no d&3sio&
programming. &so, the best vendor freebies get snapped up right away {although

The analogy is apt.
Just as our universe of infomation is growing, sa
is the need to find specificinfo~matianw i t h it.
Westlaw" is continually developing new technoloey,
senlm and products to help ycu find that certain star
faster and more easily than you ever thought possible.
With advanes iike w e s t I a w . m ~which gives you the full power of the
Vatim leg2 and busins research service on the Web. Whether you're at
tfe OEE, home or on the road,ammient entis is your fingertip.
ofha excitig new mica that let you package the precise
Or

information you need by topic: practice area or j d c t i o n . All impeccably
organized and Inked to related infom-n, w h e West
~ Group's h s t d
analysis puts it into contact.
When your destination is legal or business information, turn to Westlaw
With a vast universe of content to draw upon, trailblazing technology to
deliver what you want, and 24hour support from West Group Reference
Attorneys, you'll spend less time hunting for information.
And more time putting it to work for you.
To learn more, request a FREE copy of the Wesi.im StrategicReport at
1-800-757-WEST (l-800-757-9378), ext. 65580.

for your mkagues, bok for tickets a buy
or sell, check the room numbers of chapter
and division open houses, and ask quescions about restaurants and i d attractions
at the host chapter's booth.
Regarding fkmces, there are & kinds of
tricks to save meney, but some of them c;nn
be a false economy. For ir~si;mce,you m
save on hotel bilk by staying at a & q e r
pkce W e r awxy. as long as you donY need
tc keep retxmhg to ycur hotel during the
day. The is quite valuable here. hother
methodthatsounds@B@ffylaonSmday instead of Saturday: since m a of the
major prqprming doesn't mmtiT Monday. The problem -4th this is t b t a%rines often give great price breaks for §amday raigbt
stays. and you'll lose more SE your airfare
than you'll gairr on your faokil bill. &. Sunday is a great day for networking and exhibit
going, and you'll lose d or part of this:day.
h order
maxhke your c k ~ eand
minimize expenses. mnsider
option: fly
in on S;aturdaysthen check out sf yo% hotel
Wednesday m o ~ ~slashing
g,
grow I-ccgjage
at the hotel desk or iaz a friend's room. Then
ha7e a r'ullcoderenee day and fly out in the
evening. %is
now 637 later" gambit.
can work far Thursday Eeid txips, too, ddiscount during the last few horn. Mail the on the message boards, so you can pick h u g h remerrher what X said about field
n u l r g late.
literature you've gathered back home so one up (or try to sea one off) if you
\ W e on the issue of money, remember
you don't have to lug it on the plane. There change your mind.
Field trip day, if you haven't fiat some expenses that m s ' t reimbursed
will be a shipping station on the premises.
The real last conference flown out. It allows the host city to show off may be deductible, XI save yow receipts.
day. The SLA Annud Business Meeting is its resources. Remember, however$that if370~ C2m-y an envelope marked "receipts" that
scheduled for most of the aoming, so you go on an all-day Geld 2ip, you don't u m t to yo%car, use for med stubs, cab fxe, et cetwiII want to plan your meals and sessions schedule an airline flight &o soon after it's era. @member to a k for receipB from
cabs or WOE
.~ans-they don't automtiaround the revised time blocks that
am- due to retlun; field trips can m a y m late.
d
y
give
them.;
es. Adend if you w a ~ to
t h d out what the
i encourage you tc be
FinaUy? have
board has voted to do during aU those meet- Flnnl T i p s
The S U web site {www.s2a.o~g)offers selective xi& my ideas and be m e to pace
ings &er in the week It's especially interinformation about the conference in ad- yo%seIf so you don't "over-conference". It
&g if there's a hot topic on the agendz
f i e "big ticket" item of today is SLA's tmce, including which ticketed events are helps D dc &gs that get you away km &e
Closing Gala (formerly the Awards Ban- so18 out. It usually offers a hotlink to the csnvention center: hook up with people for
Is an excel- clirser {someof whom adtrertke in Lie m e
,
quet;. Unpack your formal wear. anrive host chapter's web s i ~which
lake some &me to see some
early at the pre-banquet reception and lent source of local information. The host sage centerj,
connect with people you'd Eke ro sit with. chapter usually nuzs a listsew. too, which Is I d si@ts. And if xmeb& offers you
Claim an entire table if you've got enough a valuable source of developing news md invitation she m ' t we for a private part37
people. Then relax, order champagne if probing questions about the conference. Iri- sgomored by a well-horn vendor. take it.
mod luck in m&hg yaw S U ~ ~ n f e r that's you; pleasure, and watch S M dem- structions on subscribing to the listserv are
ence
a frrn and wod"81~~hi.k
eqefiencel
onstrate its pomp and circumstance. You'll published in SLA pub1ications months in
(This article was adapted from one thal
see SLA's Bumhati mayed in their fmery, advance of the conference.
An important source of infomation &I- originally appeared in the B4ay 1990 issue
learn who they all are, ar.8 get to ~ a d e
conference yarns with your table mates. k g the conference & ?.he message center of Pntqfkce, the bulletin cf the Pa&c
2%
Closing Gala tickets are usually advertised near the registration arm. Lmve messages Northwest Chapter of SM.]
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You're a corporate librarian.
Obviously, you're in it fafor the gtory.

You're an unswg hero. Working behind the scenes t o make your organization a success. But you deserve a little recognition, too. POWdo yoti get it? By using Northern Light as your first search option so you can deliver better information
faster and under budget.We combine a free, intuitively organized web search with a truly affordable, proprietary Special
Collectionioi over 5,000 authoritative journals, trade publications, databases and newswires. Call us a t 800-419-4222
or simply iog on a t www.nlsearch.com. Get more search power for iess. Meet deadlines and budgets. Let the iimelight shine.

Sure, Bowne isn't exactly a bookstore. We're the worfcI's largest financia! painter. Nor do we ctaim
to offer every title under the sun. But we do offer virtually every publication dealing WPh
securities law. Many widely used references, such as the popular "Red Bof and -Red Bfndeu'
Appeals Securities Handbook, we publish ourselves. Bowfie provides onestap shopping for
;a vast array of IegaI boob and resources. Whatever you need, just ask us.
Just another valuable service Bczwne provides 4s
maintain our edge in the industry.

@7999 BOWNE& CO.,INC.

Conbct Nancy S o & 232-229-7337

wmxbowne.com

MAKE CRAhCES TG

THE P . ? O F E S S I O N A L

T h e Minneapolis Conference
Plrogram Committee
nnovative thinking and thought-provoking ideas are certain
to be s b e d at the General Session at the 90th Annual
Conference in Minneapolis if the discussion between General
Session speaker Laurem Prusak and the Minneapolis Planning eOmmittee is any indicittor.
In January, the members of the Conference Planning Committee
for the 1999 StA Minneapolis Conference participated in a telephone interview with Prusak. The members of the committee are
Susan Hopper, chair, Peter Sidney, Donna Scheeder, Lynn Tlnsley,
and Suzi Hayes, committee p r m r and SLA president.
Prusak is the executive director for the Institute for Knowledge Management for IBM. An expert in knowledge management, he joined IBM Global Services as managing principal to
head up the knowledge consulting activities in the IBM Consulting Group. He previously was a principal at The Ernst & Young
Center for Business Innovation, where his primary research and
consulting interests focused on organizational knowledge and
information management.
He has been widely published and recently co-authored two
books with Thomas H. Davenport, a professor and director of the
Information Management Program at the University of Texas,
and a respected leader on management consulting issues. Their
frrst book, Infomanon Ecology (Oxford University Press, 1997),
offers a new approach to the management of information in organizations based on dynamic and human-based principles. The

second. Wo~kilgKizowIe&e ( H m d Business School Press,
19981, is the fist full scale treatment of knowledge in organizations from an executive perspective. In 1999, he edited the anthology IOzowIe&e in &gmizariom and was a contributing author to
the Cdfomia Mmqement Rm.w'S specid issue on howledge
and the firm published in the spring 1998 issue, m-authoring fie
&cBe "Eleven Sins of &owledge Management," -with Liam FaheyIn 1994. he and James McW wrote iMmagi~lnfomtionSpate@ad&,which is a basic text on the role of information in gaining
competitive advantage.
&usak was a principal in the Information Management and 9 s Ems Group at Temple, Barker Q Sioane before he joined Em2 Sr
Young. At Temple, Barker 6r Sloane, he was responsible f o ~
building
a consulting practice centered on helping f ~ manage
m
their information resources with the most efficient and effective operatiom
He is a visiting faculty membe! of the Graduate School of Gbrary and Infomation Science at Simmons College. He has an M.S.
in information science frcm Simmons College, an M.A. ir, mnomic
and socia4 history from New York University md a B.A. in history
&omLong Island University.
Forthright and thoughtful in presenting his view on the role of
library education and educamrs, F r u d f d y believes that our
profession is a vocaeiond one unlike other fields of study which are
considered pure disciplines, based on a theoretic2 body of knowiedge. Library schsoi cunic;341imstraditionalIy have been focused on
presenting courses based an tools for practicing professionals ratber than exp1orixlg fields which have an impact on information
agement such as cognitive science, economics, sociology, and mmagemenr. P n x d has &st hand experience with academia having
worked as an instractor at the Simmons Library Science School and
as a professor of history early in hi career. His own personal experience in obtaipring the M.L.S. rrnirrors this focus.
"Because of the vocational f c u s of our Iil~raryschod programs and the consequential perception by others, we are not
truly recognized and valued for contribudocs that we czn acd dc
make to knowledge management initiatives. We can and must
make changes to the professional preparatiori for future know&
edge managers. In some cases, this perception of what an M.L.S.
means, what a librarian is, can be detrirmend to our careers."
Instead, he thiiks that the programs need to structured more as
a pure discipline emphasizing the theoretical cognitive science,
economics, and sociology. As he put it, "Where is the science in
library science? Where is the philosophical underpinning?" He
recommends that the name of the program be changed to information management.
When asked with .rafiom should we be partnefing, what with
what departments should we be affiliating. Prusak urges irrr-"omation professionals to seek out the "most desirable position in mrporate organization chart. Success lies in making yourself essential ta
the fulffllment of the mission of the organization." He suggests incIudig marketing departments to develop marketing strategies
research and development.
Pmsak reads several publications to keep abreast. They icdude a variety of publications inchding fie Emnomi% and others focusing on disciplines related to the disciplines that drive
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the businesses he serges. He also wads heavy in the areas of
psychoiogy, sociology, ;and cognitive sdence, He higfJy reammends Envisioning hfomatio~sby Edwxd Tufce a d a essay by
lssiah Berlin titled, "What Does a Great Politician Know?"
On Cle topic of success, P r u d asserts that dlEbrxians need ro
have ambition. "They need to seek hvoavements in their o r g b gions that go beyond &racIieiond3 b r q roles md impact the organization's core strategy and yerations They haw to have a desire to
understand how the crgmb~tionworks-strategies and priorities,
who the key peopIe z e anti what they do, how howledge Rows.
They need to cultivate a professional business aezieiade ar;:d demeanor that fits the orpization. It's f q o t m t to be weE read md
up to date with to^ bxsiness books, management r~rends,md
whafs going on in the organization's industrytry"
&&ties to achiem tKi as we2 as charaaeristks to make librarians valuable to knowledge managernezt Init2itives include
their snorg "dfiliative" skirls. "They're hterested in people.
They're good at putting peopie together in a kind of ~ a t c h m a k e ~
role, acting as 'knowledge aordinatcrs.' T ~ e yengender tmw.
They're very vsillig to give, to shxe before they get. Librarians
are smart. They're ktelligent. They have a w2de range sf inte~ests,
Another strengtb is that they're strong ~etworkers.They kvcst a
&em 'knowIIot to keep groups and projects going. Yo%couId
edge mncierges.'
R e whole trend toward ~MmEzationof libraries mas cmmkr
to these strengths. Yon w:'t have trust an6 go beyond ~msactiond relationshipswirhout face-@-face hkritceion.
Somewhat sqrisingy, Elibrxim' skills in t;uronomy, c k s i f i ~ tion, and organization of knowledge is not & that hi@y sdued.
Other groups believe they m Q this.
Since his latest book, Working bezowle&e deals with know&
edge management in orgmuria;ations,the compnitke &&cussedtEs
topic at length with frusak. He stressed that people prefer to
acquire knowledge from sources they
gather information
trust and since trust is based on face to Face comunimtion.
knowledge managemnt strategies that rely on technoIogy done
tend not to wonk. As Prcrsak stated, "people are hardwied to
learn &om people, not techclog."
Corporate culture, however, is the Iiey to predicting s~cmssof a
knowledge management initiative. Knowledge s h z k g must be perceived to be valued by the copra& leadership. There are many
ways to do this." Frusak warned however, that &monly change
their culture as a re$& of facing death. He stated ize has never
seen a firm change its culture tvitho:t also ~ndergoinga &matic
change in leadership and referred Q his list sf '-Eleven Sins of
Knowledge Manageme:_tw.
'This tendency to rely on people ho~wer,positions the librarian
in ;any orbgmiziition rn be a potentially effective knowledge leader 3i
their kstitution. Librarians have a Iong history of puZing tQgt;%er
those with experience with ~bosewho need that knowledge. Thek
clients experience lead them ta trust the librarim'~jadment in
these matters. Experience is knowledge kadiag Q a&w; 2brzrians
have been engaged in t5is a iong time.
Don't miss Laurence h s a k when he speaks at the General Session, Xonday, June 7, from 9:08 a.m. - f0:E a.m.
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Your knowledtfe
of the future"
fecides the finture
of VOW business.

-,.-$..</ iplinger Special Service
..-.<.

.X%-(KSS)is a Web-based,
interactive7business forecasting
and query service from the
Kiplinger organization.
It is an early-warning
system, a valuable "heads-up"
and "reasons why" that will
keep you and your colleagues

ahead of the curve.. .and ahead
of your competition.
For information on a site
License and a 30-DAY FREE
TRIAL, contact Paul Vizza
today by phone (202-887-6558)
or e-mail @vizza@kiplinger.com).
Visit the KSS team at Booth 1536
at the SLA h u a l Conference.

llection Missing a
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gy collection doesn't indude
titles published by the American Institute of Chemical Engi-

onestop center for:

Vduabfe reference works from D I P P P
that simplify access to critical process design
and operations data.

A ~ z n s r dv o l w m on such ke37 topks as heat
transfer; ammonia plant safety and ethylene
production, manufacturing, and distribution.

Ch%@d
research &dings in safety, pollution prevention, and waste reduction from
AIChEsponsored groups, published in handbooks, proceedings, and a user-friendly software.

4 gowing Espe s f CD-ROMs offering csnvenient access to proceedings from major
technical conferences, and specialized training in a number of technical a~eas--frorn Isss
prevention to flilid r~echanics.

mqmhes5includEve of the @PI'S hr
ing the acclaimed AICfiE Journal, now available online.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
3 Park Aveoue
New York, N Y 10016-5907

n a typical business library, current or W r i c a l quotes
on interest rates, foreign exchange rates, stocks, etc. are
requested frequently, if not daily. Remember those days
when we received govenunent releases on official data
through regular mail? They sometimes came late,
sometimes simply got Iost. Now we are happy to know
that most of the data are available for free on the Internet. The new
medium is fast, reliable, available at any time,and saves physical
space in a library, which is particularly important if your library
happens to be a sndl one. We must admit that data providers have
made the Intemet one of its best usages.
At my daily work in an ascounting firm's Iibrary, 1 I e been using the Internet to search for statistical data and found a number of
sites that deserve boobking. The following is a list of annotated
SOIKE~S that provide most-wand statistical data in my library. I
hope the list benefits other business librarians as weU While most of
them are web sites, some are ftp or gopher sites. When it is possible,
both cunent and historid data sources are given.

ir3t~ra3s4R a h s
http://www.bog.frb.fed.us./

Se;i.:&ed

data includes both M Zrbm eQwslrmens
.M:
(0'1-U) and Urban Wage Brners and C E i d Workers (CRI-Uq. EktricaI data disreIeases/Hf 5
Current: http://www.bog.frb.fed.us/
play rmge as be one, two, three, ten, or
& y m s (1913-1998)- Region$ &Q inrefeases/H15/update
dudes tbe foBowhg regionl areas: BosHistorid: http://wtvw.bog.frb.fed.us/
releases/H15/&ta.htm
ton, New Yo& PKiadeIphia, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas Cityf and Sm RanPublished by the Federal Resenre Board,
ckco. Ysu ran choose born the categories
Federal Resexve Statistical Release H.15 "9of CFI-Wv CFI-U. nnemplojment rate, unlected Interest Rates* contains M y interest
employment levei, and labor force lev&
rates for selected U.S. Beasury and private
l'ekphone access is also available for
money market and capital market hlnAka known as CPI, the Consumer Paice
men&. The wekiy release is posted on Index is one of the most important bench- your convenie~ce.YOU wxwId appreciate
Monday. Daily updates are posted Tuesday marks the financial world wakhes. It is an this whew your company's network is
m be viewed inflationary indicator that measures the dom. Detailed CPE idormation is avairthrough FridayYThe release c
by either ASCIl or mlF format--the differ- change in the cost sf a fixed basket of able by calling 1-202-486-9828. &cordence is that the former is fast to download products and senices, i?@urtilg honsiPIgs ed summaries of the Consumer Price hwhile the Iatter bears better presentation lay- electricityI food, and transportation. H e m dex are also available by d i n g my one
o u The
~ historical database is updated quar- it is often referred to as the cost-of-living of the rnetropolitaa area the Consnmer
rerly. All Allrid data Bes can be down- index. The U.S. Department of Labor pub- mce hdex hotlines listed at this address
loaded into a zip file. The data files were Ikhes the Consumer Price Index eveq hq:/lstats.b4s.govicpi1998ffhm. These
compressed with FKZP; the software tQ ex- month. The main page contains an over- trotbe s u m x i e s typic.@ include data
pand the Bes is a.railab1e from PKWARE's view, frequently asked questions, news re- for the United %';tes citgr average as well
web site at ht$:/hww.pkvr-are.com,
lases, and contact informaEion. Current as the specified area.

... ..-

S T O R Y

When Librarians at the Federal Reserve Bank of
San Francisco Needed to Extend Their Economic
Information Worldwide, They Chose Inmagic.
special librarians a t the Federal

browser. The bottoni

.:

-

betping speeiai librarians at leading o

Pubtishing, Managing, and Maintai

Pmducer Price Indax
,Main:

h~://stats.bls.gov/ppiftome.hm

Current: http://stats.bis.gov/

news.release/ppi.nws.him
Historid: Various year ranges
Producer Price Index RevisioCurrent Series
hap://145.142.4.24?~@-ba
surveymost?pc
Producer PEiceIndex-Cam&@

http://l45.142.4.24k@-bin/

Haon Buygwg Rates
@il'ftp,ny.&b.org/for&121hextn
QKTenk ftp:flEtp.ny.frb.orgl'foirexl'
12nm-esb
Historical: f$:i:ftp.ny~frlP.orgforexc'1Z~l~sn
A hd e d
12 Noon Buying Rates,
they reflect foreign currency exchange
rates, The addresses aae ftp sites &sainerl by the Federal faesme B& d Xew
Pork The noon buying rates in New Yoirk
City are ~ r t @ e dby &e bads for m~om
purposes, such as for &Be a d e r s payable in fore@ currencies, as rq&ed by
section 522 of the mended 'ParibF iPa of
1930. These rates afe &o those requkd
by the Securities and Excfaaage Coesvlfission
(SEX) %orthe integrated disclosure system
for foreign private issmers. The Momatio~~
is based on data m t e d by the Fede~a3
&serve Bank of Xew York frQm a sample of
m k t participants. $ler~entrates are also
availabk by c a k g 1-212-720-6130, Historial data s~%%&om 1894.

Dm

surveymo~p
Release Dates for 1999: http://stats.bls.govf
ppi99.htm
AIso known as PPI, the Producer Rice
Index is an inflationary indicator released
monthly by the US, Bureau of Labor Satistics u, evaluate wholeside price levels
in the economy. The PPI measures average changes in selling prices received by
domestic producers for their output. Mod
of the information used h dculating
producer price itadexes is obtained
through the systematic sampling of virtu018~fl@2$8%
aIly every industry in the mining m d
manufacturing sectors of the economyY W:
h~:/fpolicyworbbgovJor~
Prior to 6978, this index was d e d
dTn/m~omepage/mWp&em'&avel.shr.ml
Wholesale Price Index. Tfae mah page
contains an overview, FAQ, news releas- dxrrrenk frQ:/~poll~oxLLgovIor@
dmt/lzomepagdrnW~rdies, and contact idormation. The historid
a&perd99&&M
data has various display ranges dependHistorical: http:llplicywo~~~go&r/or@
ing on what index you need.
main/n~omep;t9e/mWperdii
em/prmiousyearsSh~ml
Far2~1gt7
~ ~ ~ F Y E ~ C Y
Foreign areas: b ~ : / / m . r n t e . g o v i m /
Excharage Rates
~rcfienasIindextm~
Main: http://m.oan&conn
Current: h~://wvvw.oanda.comd~nve~- The General %rvim A m d o n ,
Office of GS\rament-wide folicy, Office of
er/classic
Historical: h~://mw.oanda.comlmnve*- Transportation and ferwnd RqtQ'. md
Ikavel and %ansportation Management Poler/ccCCtab]Ie
BANDA's flags~p6 6 4 Currency Eon- icy Disision establish the mxxhm sontiverter offers current and historical foreign nental United States, or CXWJS, pa d i m
currency exchange rats. You can set np r a t s for federal traveler msfomers. ~~S
language preferences (cunently available in means the forty-eight contiguous states m d
'fiest? rates are nGennan, French, Italian, P o ~ ~ y e sSep, a - fie DLtrict d CoI~~Enz%,hi.
ish, and Swedish),and choose cash or aed- viewed apllldy The laistorim1data ranges
it drates. The main gage offers currency from 1995 ta f 998..3Aa&Wm rates d per
news and anaIysis, historical tables, current diem allowances for traveI inr foreign a m
rates, and forecasts for world currencies. j1995-went) are established by h e Secf i e default on w e n t data page is @day's retary of State. These rates appb to dl US.
quote although you can search any date d- govenunent empIoyees md mntrWrs.
Foreign per &em rages x e &o available
ter 1998. In the historid data page (2,808
days maximum], you sari search on a spe- in other fogspfrer:l'igopher.Sateteg~
c%c date by entering the m e date for both
starting and ending dates,
f@//@.sa&.gov

t r u t h on forth-

daily, Titie Source II puts deep
your fingertips. Key word search

Ekctranic Business & Infonnaiion S
n mi6 ofBnkm & Tnvlor. Inc.

Historical: http:iim.imf.or9/extemaL,npi
Uei~dr/~&.
htm
The specid drawing ~igkit,or SDR, is an
international reserve asset created by the International Monetary Fund (LW) in 1969
and allocated to its members to supplement
existing reserve assets. The d u e of the SDR
is determined daily on the bask of a basket
of !&7e currencies: the US. dollar, the Rutsche mark, the French fianc, the Japanese
yen,and the pound sterlinggThe SDR vduation basket is revised every five years, most
recently on January I, 9996. The SDR interest rate, which is adjusted weekiy, % a

money markets of the five munhies whose
currencies are included in the SDR basket.
The financial instruments used in this &alation are the market yield on three-month
U.S. treasury bib, the three-month G e m
interbank deposit rate. the three-month rate
on French treasury b&, the thee-mont??
rate on Japanese certificates of deposit, and
the market yield on three-nonth U.K Beas n y biIls. The historical data (1996-1998:
is also available in PDF fo3mat.
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minutes delayed. b ~ good
t
enough for a includes basic dm,
perfomace {one-week.
quick check. For historid data, there are thiaeen-week, YTD, one, three, five, mnot too many sites arosmd. \Vhiiie Stock- year, aad since inception ream perceatage),
Took hzs nice graphic presentations and rank in peer goup, etc.
other charmkg features, such as one-hmdred free red-tim quotes per stag, it has a $2-9 t :C ;:".S ,;' j;ib Z?
Iimited abirjty to dkp1a-y historical quotes.
Be aware of the nat;ze of the Internet
For instance, you m o t , at the time of this eIviroment. Some & I S may be changed
writing, search for a specific date except for or even removed withox notice. When
date you entered is avdable, bmkmark Wu.o or more sites thar,
yesterday's qnok
considered "start date* bat there is no "end offer sirnilax idom:aeion in case one is no;
%.xx~ Q ~ ~ a t e s
date' box for you to @yein. As a result, the zccessibk. zt the t h e of yow sex&. Check
ReaI time: http:l/pid.infospace.c~~~info~
entire daily quotes after "start &ten
be y a r bookmark bks periodically in order
rtq/bidex.htm
displayed even if you don't want &ern. Zf to save t i w for a k 6 ~ r search.
e
http::/rtq.thomsoninvesttnet: you are AQL user, yon w% find AGES "HisSome of ns used to rely on tekphone
index.sht
toricd Quotes" more prachd.
s e ~ c e to
s get sfatistical data. Don't t h w
Current: hQ:/Lquote.yahoo.com
out oId telephone mmbers yek they are
%'iui~~ai
Fsii.92~;
useful when computer systems (wkt5er
Historical: tittp:!l\m.stocktools.com
The listed reid time quotes sites are free
irttp:: lwww. s tockmaster. zsmlsmi it's your companyb or the ones on the other
of charge, but yoa must registel. XnfoSpace funds.html
end) are dam.
provides P i quotes per day. T h o m n Real
s himy rechttp:c'icbs.market~;da.tch.corn/f-dndsI' Adobe's -4crobat Reader i
T h e Quotes is less comprehensive than ~Fcenter.htx?sou~~ebtx~h~ZFmw omended to download if yon do not have
that of InfoSpace. For e m p I e , it Qes not
StockMaster 9cts yarr s a c h hnds by one since some of the Bes can be r e d or
provide price at market open, fi!&y-two "Top Funds" or dphabetid -kt.
Quotes can doat?lioaded or printed o6y 5y WF format.
week moving range, average volume, or be Cisplayed as "qldote and chart' fomat yoz w: domdoad Eee PDF software fro=
Adobe's web site a', h ' i t p : i h w d ~ b e . ~ a ~ r ~
previous closing pece. But it offers one- with one, three. f i e , and ten-yez rehundred quotes per day. For delayed quotes percentage, or "detailed quotev format with pro&dexiacrobat/main.htd.
The Internet is becoming a necessary ntiere are numerous sites out there, Yahoo: day, week, month. quarter. YTD. one, thee,
is my favorite. M is easy to use =d p - and Eve-year return percentage. CBS Mar- sowce in infomation servies with its w i q ~ e
vides added-value kformaticn from cornpa- ketMTatch offers news. editorid archie, and kames, such as accessibility and tinel&ess.
ny profrle to
activities. You can features Eke "I00 SuperStar Funds". Fwds When i', is wed properlys%e Internet soma3
enhance a business Bray's reference
download retrieved quotes in spreadsheet a n be searched 3y rankings, Top 25 far exf o m . enotes are laserdy fifteen to twenty ample, or alpfiabi'tid ordez. 'Fhe 5wd proBe senrices i~an eE&e way*
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Major professionals in the
information industry have moved to a new site.
ha\,e :eft other services to
join Dow Jones Interactive.
It r2ght have somethmg to
de wi& the fact that Dow
Jones Interactive concinuaily
sets new industry standards
for k'zieb research.

T h e reason could be that Dow
Jones Interactive's user interface
is as impressive and powerful
as its content set.
Maybe they want to work
for a company that considers
customer feedjack before
planning enhancements.
O r perhaps they simply enjoy
being part of a winning team.

Find out for yoilrself what has
caused such a stampede. Take a
free tour at djinteractive.com or
call 800-369-7466 to arrange a
free trial.*

Dow Jones Interactive'"

......
Everything You 4eaiiy Nee@To Know.

....,,... ... .... ...,.... ...

eadership, integrity, character, competency... these are
just a few adjectives that describe any of SLKs award
winners this year. The people gutbed on the following
pages have different names, faces, personalities, and backgrounds. But they aU exemplify the ideals required to push
special librarianship onward and upward, i ~ t oa position of
strength for the twenty-first ceil'luy*
The winners were selected by the SLA Awards and Honors
Committee, chaired by SLA Fast President Sylvia Piggott, and
announced by SLA President t. Susan Hayes at the Winter
Meeting of the SLA Board of Directors, held Januay 21-23,
1999, in San Francisco, CA, The awards will be presented at
SLA's 90th Annual Conference, to be held June 5-10, 1999,In
Minneapolis, MN, USA.
Take time to get io know these names and faces. Learn more
about them and why h e y have been recognized. Then you'll
understand what's required of you and your Cebw information
professionds that will contime the long legacy of exceknce
that is the Special Libraries Association.

Libraries k ~ r i ~ t i

The John Cotton Dana Award, named for the founder of SLA, is conferred upon a
member for exceptional service to special librarianship. This year's recipient is Fred W.
Roper, Ph.D., Dean and Professor at the college of Library and Information Science at
the University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC. Roper has been recognized most notably
for his achievements in promoting special iibrarianship, scholarship, teaching. and mentoring of students. Ilis peers have noted that he quietly and conscientiously makes his contributions to the profession in creative ways. Roper is well-known for his efforts in encouraging students to explore special librarianship as a career.
Roper has also been a advocate for special librarians through his work in SLA for over
twenty-five years. Active in the South Carolina Chapter an2 the Biomedical G; Life Sciences
Division throughout his career, he served on the Executive Board of Directors as Chapter
Cabinet Chair. Roper has also been a member of several SLA committees, including as chair
of SLA's 75th Anniversary Conference Committee. He has most recently served as chair of
the Biomedical Q Life Sciences Division. Outside of SLA, Roper has served on the board,
and as president, of the Medical Libraries Association, and on several committees of the
American Library Association relating to accreditation. He is co-author of the standard text
on medical information resources, Introduction to Reference Sources in Health Sciences,
The Ball of Fame Award is granted to members of the association at or nezr the end of an
active professional career for an extended and sustained period of distinguished service to the
association in a3 spheres, This year's winners are Ellen Mimnaugh, product manager for online services for the Chemical Abstracts Service, Columbus. OH and Angela Pollis, the retired manager of the Knowledge Resource Center at US. Steel Corporation in Pittsburgh, PA.
Elien Mimaugh has served SLA in numerous capacities for over thirty years. She has
been president of the Central Ohio Chapter, and chair of the Information Technology Division and the Chemistry Division. She co-chaired the Great Lakes Regional Conference II in
1992. She participated on the SLA Visioning Committee in the early 199G's, at the request
of then-president Catherine "Kiny" Scott. Mimnaugh is a recognized leader who has demonstrated her dedication not only through her leadership. but also by her presence at so
many SLA evenEs. SLA mexbers and staff who have known her have been touched by her
enthusiasm, intelligence, and desire to make SLA a great orgmization.
Angela Pollis has touched so many lives in her active career as an information profession$. She has a l ~ ~ a been
y s proud of the profession and cf those she has mentored over
the years-and chey are many. A longtime lecturer in LIe University of Pittsburgh's M.L.S.
program, her courses were some of the most popular, bemuse she taught them well and
students enjoyed tireir time with her. Pollis has also been instrumental in securing employment for her students in the academic and corporate sectcrs. In her association life, her
unique guided tours through the exhibit hall at SLA conferences were invaluable for new
and longtime members. It has been said that her kindness anc concern for others were the
impetus for so many of her students to mentor students in their later years.
The Dow Jones21st Century Competencies Award is awarded to an SLA member who
exemplifies leadership as a special librarian through examples of personal and professional
competencies. This year's award goes to Lucy Lettis, director of business information
services for Artfiur Andersen LLP. Lettis is recognized for her commitxent to developing
strong competencies and educating others on her staff to acquire those skills. This award is
based on the acclaimed "Competencies for Special Librarians of the 2lst Century," which
can be found on the Imrnet at www.sla.org/professional/comp.html.
Lettis' seventeert-year career has been marked by constant commitment to growth and
transformation of her skills and abilities. Beginning with her rapid assent at the Pall Corporation (1985-1990) and culminating with her recent nomination for promotion to principal
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at Arthur Andersen this year, Lettis has consistently demonstrated botn a strong desire to
develop greater con~petenciesand to share her knowledge with others. She is an outspoken
advocate on the need to revolutionize the image of the information profession, and has always believed this ;an be achieved through implementation of the professiond and personal competencies promoted by SLA.
Fellows of the Special Libraries Association are called upon and expected to advise
the association's Board of Directors, alert the membership 13 issues and trends warranting
action, and are recognized as active SLA members with f u m e leadership potential for the
association. The 1999 Fellows are:
Robert Bellanti. head of the Rosenfeld Management Library of the Anderson School of
Business, University of California, Los Angeles. Bellanti has shown a strong commitment to
the association during his career, including service as chair of the Business 6L Finance Division,
president of the Southern California Chapter, and membership on the SLA Professional Development Committee. He has exhibited vision for the association through his efforts to promote
fmd development and leadership development for the association. Bellanti also has been very
active in communications with heads of major business Iibraries throughout the United Stales.
Susan Klopper, director, Arthur Andersen Information Center, Atlanta, GA (not
shown). Klopper has given an enormous amount of time and effort through her leadership of
the 1999 Annual Conference Planning Committee. Her hard work will pay off when we converge on Minnezpolis in early June. Kiopper has a great deal of program planning experience,
working in that capacity for two years in the Business Q Fhance Division, and one year in
the Library Management Division. She also won the International Special Librarians Day
Award in 1998. Klopper is a regular speaker at industry conferences, including Onlie and
Intenet Librarian.
Barbara Spiegelman, manager, Technical Information and Communication for the
Energy Systems Business Unit of Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA.
Spiegelman's leadership arid strong advocacy of special librarians is common knowledge,
given her vital role in the development of the "Competencies for Special Librarians of the
2 1st Century." Kot orly is she a s a y corporate libray manager, she is an effective and inspiring trainer and consultant in library operations, re-engineering, and change management. Spiegelman is a dedicated professional whose commitment to the special library profession and the association has been demonstrated time and again.
Gloria Zamora, manager of government rela~ionsat Sandia National Laboratories,Albuquerque, KM. Zamcra served most recently as chair of the 1998 Annual Conference Planning
Comttee. However, i?er commitment to the profession goes much deeper. She has served the
Rio Grande Chapter in numerous ways, including service as chapter president. Zamora is wellk n o m for her efforts in the development of national information policy, having been a participant in the White House Conference on Libraries and Information Services LI1991.
The Rose L. VormeIker Award is giver, to an SLil member recognized for exceptional services to the profession of special librarianship in the area of mentoring students andfor practicing professionals in the field. This year's award recipient is Lynn Iknsley, head of the Engineering Science Library of Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsjurgh, PA. Tinsley has spent her
career enthusiastically guiding and inspiring future informtion professionals. Among her
many accomplishments in this area is her participation in the Information Assistant Program at
Carnegie Mellon Libraries. This program allows highly motivated M.L.S. students to gain practical work experience wIXe pzrsuing their graduate degrees. 'Ilnsley has also been educating future information professionals by serving as an adjunct professor at Clarion University. She is
the co-founder of the Pittsburgh Chapter's Mentor Program, which links M.L.S. students at the
University of Pittsburgh with volunteer mentors from the Pittsburgh Chapter membership.
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The K.W Wilson Company Award is presented to autllors of outstznding articles
published in In~"0rnatsbnDuthot"P@,SLA's monthly magazine. %is yex's whners are Deborah Grealy and Barbara Greenman, w5o co-wrote "Specid Librarians Set New Szndard
for Academe," which was ~ublishedin the k q p s t 1998 issue of 113fornatrbn Outlook@.
Grealy is reference librarian at 5ie Pemose Library, University of Denver, CO. Greenman is
science reference librarian at the University of Colorado, Boulder. Tizey will receive a
$503 cash award for t%isexcellent micIe.
The article exposes the ways in which the "Competencies for Special Librarians of the
Zlst Century" GI?be implemented into academic l i b r q settings. Givec that the "Competencies" documnt reflects a cutting-edge, corporate attikde t o ~ ~ ~Librarianship,
rds
Sreaiy
and Greenman suggest that academic Librarians can and should seek -to acquire these skill
sets in order to Q C K ~the chalienges of the information age.
B e Public Relations Media Award recognizes journaIists who hwe pcblished outstanding feaLirres on the profession of spec% librarianship. TIris yezr's award goes %
Leigh Buchanan, a senior editor for Pnc magazine. Buchanan is recognized forher .wonder%l a ~ i i i e"The
, Smartest I M e Company iin k~ericz,"published in the January 1999 issue of Inc. The article highIigkts the efforts of CEO Emcan iiighsmitii and librarian/YLA
member Lisa Guedea Carrefio of fiighs~ith,Inaqorated, to rr;,axirr,ize the development
and use of knowledge throughout the compaay.
Tbe Mexber Achievement Award is presenzd to a member of %A for raiskg visibility
a ~ public
d awareness d m d appreciatior, for, the profession m d h r the zssociatioa %is ym's
award goes to Lisa Guedea Canego of Highs&eft, Incorporated, Fort Atkirmso~,WI, the subject of the Inc magmhe &:de noted above. %edm Cmeiio responded to a search for a ~ o wee a ~ s i d e a~ general
g
a&le on the vZue of
rate 3brzrims by Inc. magzhe staff?~~b~
corporate Klrarram. After 102mag more about '-I@smitkn's f o m on iaowledge mmagement,
editcr Leigh Bucbman decided t.3 foms solely on Gbredea Cxrefio's work with her CEO.
Guedea Carrefio is an active member of the Wisconsin Chapter, and was the winner of
t3e 1997 International Sppeciai Librarians Day Award. She has previously sexed as chapter secretary and professional development chair, and was instrumental in the §LA Great
Lakes Regiond Conference iV in 1991.
Three members of the SLA have been selected to participate k the SLA Diversity Eeadership Development f rogam. The progam is sponsored by EBSCO S~bsc@tionServices and
a k s to encourage the participation of members of diverse backgsunds iq associaticion: operations by pairing them with more seasoned members. Tine recigients are: Jacquelyn K~uckk,
manager, Access Services at the Scott MemoriG Librag Thomas Jefferson University9
Wilzdelphia, PA. muckle is mrently the president-dect of the Piadaddphia Chapter. She has
aisc chaked sever2 locai committees fcr the &apterr a d is a member sf the Medid Libraries Association; Veronica Walker, od&d cataloger at the W.T. Young Library University
of Kentucky, Eexhgtcn. Wdker kas served in mmeroas capacities 51 the KenDcky Chapter,
kcludk~gc h i . of the Awzds Cc~zdtteeor?5?e AfTrmative Action/Public Relations Cormittee: most recently as chair. She is also a member of the A m r i m Libray Association; Amie
Wang, research director for the National PareWTeacher Association. Wing has pursued
her career as a special K~rariank China and the Uni"Led States, where &e has Eved skce
1991. Amie has been active in the Einois Chapter since 1994, chakhg the Diversity Conminee and contributing to outreach efforts with n&:ority iibrxi~ss.
Each of these extxaordinazz women ljvili be paired with a mector who w i Ire12 the= gain
greater exposure and experj.encew~th-hthe associztion. 'We sdute them in their efforts.
Congratulations to a3 of our award wieners! We look foward to celebrzting their successes at the 90C~A~nnza!Conference in Minneapolis, MN,C'SA, pice 5-10, 1999.
8%

One Resource fo Answer A22 Your Questions
Just Published ---ABO-UT THE EDITOR
JOHN G . WEBSTER, Ph.D., is Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of
Wisconsin, Madism. His many honors and awards ir-dude the Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation, the AAMI Foundation Laufman-Greatbatch Prize, and the University of Wisconsin
Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Teaching. Dr. Webster is also the editor of the four-volume
E;zc@opediw $-Medical Devices and Instrumentationand has developed 14 other publications.

The Engineering Edge in Research, Academia, and Industry
The Encyclapedia of Electrical and Electronics Engineering is a unique, comprehensive reference
work that defines the entire discipline, bringing together the core knowledge from every one
of the many fields encompassed by electrical and electronics engineering. The Encyclopedia
comprises 24 volumes totaling abotlt 19,000 pages and 1,450 expert articles arranged alphabetically by subject. Destined to become the standard reference in the field, t k s outstanding
collection meets the needs of a broad group of engineers, designers, and research. personnel
from government, academic, and private institutions.
---

A sampling of the mare than 1,450 articles on a remarkably wide variety of topics
Aerospace and Electronic Systems * Antennas and Propagation
Frequency Control Fuzzy Systems
Control Systems Technology * Ferroelectrics
Lightwave Tecl-mology Microelectromechanical Sysiems Multimedia
Neural Networks Nuclear Science * Oceanic Engineering Optical Networks
Shielded Power Cables * Speech Recognition * Superconducting Microwave Technology
Tactile Sensors Thin Film Circuits Wind Power Plants
To see a complete Eble of Contents and sample articles, please visit our Web site: www.wiley.com/eeee

Contact y m r local vendor

In the past year, SLA and the Information TeGkmiogy
(ITE) Division have greatly increased tilein. use of and

by Bope R2lman.
For more inj?omation'
contact RI1mun
(hope@ti~c.nel).

presence on tke Net. SLA named the information Technology Division as the prototype Wmai Division, as it
n m e d Western Canada the Virt;ral Chapter.
A given in the world of IT is the regular upgadiqg of
systems and software, and this Fast year SA's ITE Division felt its cwn need to qgrade in terms of both its fox:
(ccmmicee and section structure) and function (&e kings
the division does). So in 1998 Wo new sectkns (WebmasEer a d Progarming. Systems Anaiysis 6L Design) w a e
added, and the rest were resculpted with new names and/
or scope notes (Digital Content, Government Icfom.stion,
Idormation Systems, Technical Services, and Virt~al). Embedded is the plan for continu$ review and change so critical to a division that deals with information techcoiog~.It
is fne only way we cm hope to stay ahead of the a w e .
This ye=, we have a regular sche&de of Internet c b t s
with members and are deiivering the balletin cn 51e VJ&
as weii as in print. @klrlistsen. m d web site (http:ll
wwur,sla.crg/division/dite/)continue to be najor C O F ~ L nications toois for members and division leaders.
The Technid Services Section Chair Connie Sherickin
co~aer,tsL?at wide the revised profde keeps d of the traditional functions and adds some new trends, she hopes to
?ad out where mexbers fit into this new description. "&e
you still ?&y rooted in die asks of tire past, slo~rlyiricizing fomwd, eqerkent';ng with tiie new trends? Do any of
these cause arxiety? Wffat a b o ~yom
t processes for doing
work? Are you hagpily engaged in die same processes
you've been ushg for sevexd yezs or x e you having
nightmares ab0.d wt.:at you should be doing diiferentlgr?"
Andy Breeding, the current chair for the Programming, Systems Analysis 6t Design Section, nanages the
library automation function at Compaq. "Personaliy, i am
interested in took and standards which aillow us to buiid
3eeter web-based library soirrtions. These include Dynamic HTML, XUL, the Dublin Gore. web application
servers, and agent technology. Also, as a manager, 'i am
interested in how librarians can work better with programmers and iS goups to make things happen." Other
topics of interest he is interested in for this section indude trends in programming and applications development and I~nternetlwebstandards.
The Information Technology Division is explor3g how
it can best serve its members as a viraal division, and
the charge for this belongs tc the V a a i Sect:on. Acd
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yes, finally, ITE has a Webmaster Section, and its chair,
Michaei McCdey, is the current ITE webmask
,'
k!yza;
does
f *

meaj-;

J

.-r ?.

If yorr are akeady a member of ITE, be sure to revkw
ymr section rnembershi~s and let SLA know of any
cha~gesyou wish to make. You can do this on ti?e ITE web
CI
site (http~:il~~mv.sia.or~division/dite/joinse~tion.ht~~d
by contxtiig SLA 5 whatever X N Z is~ most convenient for
you. If not, we hope you tvm bok at the new sections
see if ITE h a added sedicn coritent Clat ycca 7x3 find
more relevant and meaniq$kll:o your needs.
At the Amual Conference i~ Minneapoiis, fie sections
w i be hosti~g2?e evening open houses, so you a n Iexn
about the specific sections by attending ard Mking to the
chairs and chairs-eject. (Sucday: Technical Servkes; Monday: Digikl Coctent and Information System; Ikesday:
Programming, System haiysis B DesigE aced Vimd;
Wednesdzyjr:'NebEaster ad Government Xnformation.)
The scope notes of the information Tedhology Div$
sion sections show the interests covered by each group.
The Digital Content Section (formerly Onlinej provides a fomm for members to address the needs of nsers
and prcviders of a3 kinds of computerized informatior,.
Central to this section is digital content, including its access, use, maagemen:, nav,vigation,selection, irplemeritarion, training, dissemination, evaluation, and m a n i p
lation. Seiection concerns icc3ude contract negctiaticns,
integation with the rest of tke coliec~ion,instrncti~n&
documen%tion, and disseminationiaccess metilod whetllen. via modem, ne3vork, Intranet or Internet, or instagation standaione. Manipukion inchdes datz extiaction
and visudization, search and retrievg, data mimicing, archiving, and warehousing. Critid to this section is a k cus on the evaluation of the quality of information.
The Government Information Section provides a
forum for members ts exchange information cmcerning governmnt documents, information programs, and
co!icies. The section goal is to establish a neriork
among xexbers whose inf~rmationneeds require access to and use of governrent publications a2d other
data sources that require technoiogy. This section also
canrlnucd, page 5C
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CP!the Net from page 48
sues and ',raining on metadata deveIoprner;t, hyperlinking (pzrticserves as a liaison for the division with t3.e Government re la ti or,^ uiarly but not limited to iiniiing of catalogs to resocrces and mateCommittee of SLH providing information to Zk division <?at is rde- risk), accessibility, support for searching and resocrce Ciscovey
vant to the division's interests and representing members9interests by web site users: snd many o t k r issues on electroaic informa'Lion access and cont?oi.
t@ the SLA Goierment Relations Cornnittee.
The IlimaI Section (formerly Netmrking) provides a forum for
The Infomation Systems Section (formerly Microcomputers)
provides a fomm for members to discuss hardware, soAih7are,oper- members to examine technologes vd.licb. enable vir%al co~xxuriiating systems, and netv~orks,including management and training . 'Lies and their effectiveness 2nd diversity, yarthlarl)~in light of onr
issues for the effective use of information systems. Cne goal of thb $ob& commcity. This seclioa foccses on the evolving issues of
section is con'Linuonsly to monitor and to report on new techclo- commnicaticns and their methods, and tbe changing 3abits of users. The section wjli expiore Internet k n b i ~ s~cl-1
~ s as c h a b n 6
gjes as they emerge.
& Design Section pro- cther enablicg technologies such as audia arid video teleconferencThe ProgramminglSystems Ana%ysis
vides a forum for members who are responsible f ~ orr interested ing. The section will foccs on community btlildkg, then provide z
ia computer programming, network design, computer grapilics: fomm for the disccssion, instmction, and deieiopment of virtual
semrity7and standards, particularly those :dated to the Internet. - co~munityxwzeness,
;he Webmaster Section provides a forum for mem3ers to eexProgramming topics ifidude data structures and algorithms, issues reiating to f~nctionaivs. object-oriented programming: doc- cbacge information on pianni~g, desigsng, and progaxming
umentation, debugging, and training. Graphics topics inclade complex organizatior:al web si'les ';o s u p % the information mangraphicai user in- agement needs of their organizations, wkethe: or, the Internet, Inimage rendering, comp:essi~~.,/decom~ression,
terfaces, and animatianlvideo. The section offers education and t:anets, or Extranets. S~.:'Lion interests inckde s e x r software, web
Instruction and wiE continnously moniror and report on c e ~co1iection rnscagement, security acd privacy concerns, baov~ser
compatibility, site management tools and reports, p g a m n i n g and
technologies as they emerge.
The Technical Sewices section provides a f o r m for members scripting lacqsges, contracting for content and ~e+~ces,suppoE
to discuss technoiogy concerns in traditional technical sen-iccs cp- for interactive commnnica',ion, and suppoc for searching and reerations, such as acquisitions, catzloging, catalog maintenance, scurce discovery by web si',e users, The ITE web site fmhex protechnical standards, interlibrary ban, and serials controi for ali .vide5 a11 oppcfi~nityfor members tc monitor c e v ~techr,oicges,
formats. Looking fo-ward, the scope of this section includes is- share information and deveiop new ski%.
8
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The more things change, the nore they stay the same.
Ohy, so it's a cliche. But it's incredibly accurate, given
the nature of the debate over legislation that would lower
the threshold for protection of databases under United
States law, Last year, the Collections of Information
ilnti-piracy Act failed to reach the floor cf the House of
Representatives, but it's supporters were assured that it
would receive high priority during the 106th Congress.
And here we are, in the midde of the 106th Congress,

and hearings have already been held on the reincarnated
version of iast year's legislation, which bears the same tiBe : ~ UaLdifferent biil number (H.R. 354). Heck, by the
time you've received this issue of InfoPmatzb~;Outlook,
it's remotely possible that the bill couid have already
been passed by the House Judiciary Ccmmittee and
noveied to the full House for a vote. Ail of this could happen without any significant amendments to the exisgng
legislation. And that worries a lot of peopk, including
Skip Lockwood, coordinator of che Digital Future Coalition and an organizer of a new coalition 8ghting for reasonable database protection.
"Dztabases are items of commerce in their own right.
For more @annc~o~, They z e critical took for facilitating electronic ccmmrce,
ccntlrct
resemh, and education endeavors," says Lockwuod. "The
j o h Crosby
producers of databases deserve sufficient protection against
Qoh-c@s!u og)
incedve-eliminating piracy, but we oppose legislation that
murlu.informatiannuflo~k~~~m

would grant the compiler of any information an unprecedented right to control tramformative, vdue-added, downstream uses of the resulting.collection or of any useful fraction of that collection. That is H.R 354 in a nutshell."
That's why the major U.S. library associations, many
universities, and companies like Amazon.com, Bell Atlantic, Dun 65 Bradstreet, Excite, Lycos, IdGI WorldCom, U.S.
West, and Yahoo! have signed onto a public statement caning for federal legislation that will not harm legitimate research activities and small businesses, but will:

tents.
So, it seems that alI parties involved in the debate
over H.R. 354 agree that something needs to be done.
The question at hand is whether H.R. 354 itself is the answer. The database coalitior, has been working to find a
sponscr in Congress who w% introduce their proposal as
legislation to be considered.
At the time of this writing, H.R. 354 has nine cosponsors: Howard Berman (CA), Barney Frank (MA), Mary
Bono (CA), Bob Goodlaze JVA), Charles Canady (FL),
Tony Hail (WiV),
Ronnie Shows (W),William Delahunt
(MA), and Robert Wexier (FLj . Hearings on the bill were
held on March 18, 1999, and you can view the testimony
by visiting the House Judiciary Committee's web site at

http://www.house.gov/judiciary/4.htm.
For more information on da'abase protection, visit the
Database Codition's web site at www.databasecoalition.
org, or contact SLA staff by calling 1-202-939-3629. 8
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e Leaders: Yes, But Don't lhfait f ~ itr 'TG Happer:
I came away from the recent Compters in LiSraries with whom yon wiii have to partne~v&h senior m.nageconference with one point ringing in my head. Both - men:, whom you wi3 haW! to ensure h y s kto the inCrmet
Peggy Carr of Car Research and. Mark Wiilims of Moa- concept, and wit;? the staff whose willingness to participate
santo seressed tke m e point: just do it, Tiley were both wiIi ensure tl?e sxcess or fa3ure of the project.
In a recent article by Mdd?aei Gering iE Bminess fig
giving presenBtions on setting up intranets, b5.t the sersi- (South k ; f n ~ &the
~ j , author argues that "companies z e
znentaapplies to nearly everything we do. tii~rariaas,i&rourseives, need b Iearnhg how to mEage the processes that generate
mation professionals, whatwe: we
take the lead 31the development of the dissemi.ra.tion of knowledge
not just how tc manage the knowledge itseKV2
i-fe goes on to s m that "the credo seem to be
idomation within orrr orgmizations in whatever format
gather kncwkdge; make it avaiiabk in the rigkt form to
is appropriate, We x e uniquely qualified to do so.
and, presto, yan have a
You ody have tc look at the pro- the ridit. people at the 355'1:
fessional ccmpetmcies in C?e "Qxpe- coxpetitive eiige." Ic my view this admirable m e t also
C 0 M P E T E C 1E
tendes for special Librarians of the kcludes encoxraging end-users to dnd the infomation
Zlst Cenmry,," to see why we s3ould thzy require or, 61eir oVm. Tr$s.hg stdf to smck: on the
be able 3 lead the geld ( k g : / / Internet or wherever is an ideal oppor&uni'-yfor us b show
LIBFV&IANS
~w~~~a.ors/p~~~essionaVco,~~p.htmlj.
off our %chnoio,g experience m d help senior maxageWe have these admirable quai& xe3t on a !me-tc-cne basis. We z e hfor~ationaccess
2Ist &the
NTURY
cations, Sut we have to channel faciiitators and t k t m a n s &owing others to encroach on
them into being an effective man- vkat was once our hdowed %rf. We have to keep np
agement tooi if we are to be tile with changes in technobgy and infomation access to enkaowledge leaders. In Lois Re- . sure that we stay one step zhead of our patrons.3 6 n g r i g
meikis' excelent article in the Busi- traKi:.i?gis even xore t h n before a requisite of oar profesness Q Finance Oivision Buktin of sion. To obt& this training from your desktops, you rn
wicter 1996, she sugests that "the access SLPl's Eistance Learning R o g m at !I@:/
knowledge rs,anagernect process in- wm.s~~,o~/pr~e~si~n&~~disin&.is~%i.
We are in an ideal position to be knowledge leaders,
cludes five equally important steps: creation, captxe,
but there are not many executives who are going to say
exchange, use and comm;;unication."'
Identif3rng irifornaticn is not 6ie same as creakg . "Eey, tkx librarians are the knowledge leaders, Iet them
knowledge. We have to concentrate on amassing as do it," We have to prepare ourselves for Cie role by keepmuch usefiii informatkn as possible fro^ .Vvhate-m~ ing abreast of the latest technology and resources, and
sources, and then add value. In these days of ecd-users then provide access to tke most xse&l inforxation and
Clinking they can find dl the information they need a c kaowkdge avtvailabie i s the most user friendly format.
the Intercb, we have to show Clem, and particularly se- Get ready an6 do 2. It won't just happen.
%
nior management7 thawwe can provide better resxlts "K~owie6gehlanagemeat - a l e s fc: Information Frofesquicker a ~ cheaper.
d
This does not mean that we shodd
Lois A, KexeTKis, Busiaess Finance B:de:in,
discowage end-user searching, but more on tha"Late.
:C0.. 41-43, Wir.:er 1990.
If we are going to m&e an kpact ir our organizatioa
,'"~ritxal
. resource wit: a SLOEsLG life: Knowledge m ~ sbe
t
we must ensure that we do not only capture information
used,
hozrded.m
Gering. Business
jSsucb
from external sources but dse Pad and mdie avtvailable the
~ f i z c q %br;,~y
,
25,1999: p. 26.
internally produced poiicies, reports, records, and docx- . "'ReRections ir, a Fcn Hmse Mkm: Web Trends acd Zvcivments which xake up the ix2llectud capital of the organii3g 'Roles for Info;mztion Specialists." josh Duberman.
mtion. AE htranet is dearly the most effective way of exSegrcher, ?(2), F~br;ag 1999.
chmgkg and using &?is knowledge, and. creating one for
For morc info.mati~n, your orgzmization is a great oppomniy for yox tc shy# .
The IRC is sponsored by LEXIS-NEBS.
I1
contact
how you can become a knowiedge leader. Yon w% howev- i
!
john Latham
er need all your powers of commnication to be saccessfd I
@hn@sla.argj.
in achievag this. There wm be conwmiatioc wi51 IT, I

S

~
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We're Information Ex?:ess - and we don1: jnst deliver

iocnments. We build innovative and cus:omized

That's our business. And we've bliilt a reputztion on i: by
providing fast, accurate, and competitiveiy-priced senice

i z f o i ~ a r i o ndeiivery s y s t e m for major corporate,

that goes the extra mile. Find out wkat the flap is d about.

acadexk, a d medicd libraries. To succeed, we've got to

C& us at 650-494-8787oi e-ma2 us at se~u-ke@expess.com~

know our clients we11 and understand what they want.

Come visit our web site: m.express.com.

~NFCRMATICN
E)CPRESS*

The Cust~m~zedInf~rmatron
Solutmn

For several years there has been concern a h u l
whether an internet online service provider (OSP) is liable hcontribntory jnftingemect tvhec a subscrikr of
user of its service infringes c ~ p y ~The
~ ?'1998
. Dig&!,
Ivimennium Copyright Act (DMCA) answers the question.
and it depends. VJhy is this important to special libraries?
Because not oniy are service pxvide:~ such as America
%anlineand Mindspring at risk, but many orgaxizalions
also provide Internet se+:ces for ti?eir empIoyees. Wheth-

For more mj'omation,
mntact

Laura Gasawy
flwargarnv~mc&j

er the cornpay, agency. or insr;iP~tion:s :espons:ble for
the infringing acts of the users of C?e online system is determined by the DMCA.
The section that deals with OSP li~birity1s the Qniine
Copy&t!
infringesent Liability Limitation Act, and is
now iccoporated into the Copyrigfit Act as secticn 512
The god of the amendment is to exempt from liabzity the
OSP that acts merely as a conduit f ~ messages
r
by using
an av.tcmatic Frocess for routing, providing connections.
or storage. Thus, if the OSP does E&: (a) Insate %ansmission of the material, (bj seiect t i ~ ematerial to be
transmitted, (c) select the reci2ients of 5% material, (d)
store the material longer <?an is reasonably necessary for
5Ie transmission, or (ej modify the content of the materid,k is not liable for copyright in:'ringement.
In addition to these reqir:~ements.the OSP 32s; not

have amz.:. kzowkdge that &e materia! is Lrfringing or, if
there is no ac&d knowiedge, it must nct be z.ware of the
infringhg activity from Lie fa& or c?zu~sances surxxmding it. Should the OS? become awze of Cie kfk9gir;,g activiry, it must expaditims~yremove or disable access
to the material, Additionally, &e OSP must receive no financid ber& from Cie in%igir,9 a&@?. The OS? also is
repiired to adopt and Q-krnent a poiiq to iermixk the
rights of kfringhg users of the system. Finallys if C1e QSP
receives nctice cf ciaimd iafrhgement, ie is
obligated to remove or disable access. in order to qudify fcr ti?$ exempticon ir: the first
place, the OSP kas to desigxite an agent to
receive notifications of dzixed hZngexent
by sendhg the name and contact infomation to the US.C o ~ p i g kOSce where it is
posted on the office web site (http:/l
lc~?e5.icc.gov/copy~.i~~~or?J'm.esp/).
The OSP
$so mist kdude the m n e and contac icfomation of the agent on the OSii's owr:
p~b2icIyavafiabtble web site. %is notice zed
takedown provision Frotects the QSR from
liability9 h t "L use certaidy may tiireaten
tke fair use rights of users of the system.
Assume that Be 8 S P is a corporation, 2nd
the user is a iibrarian. She gl.zces s m e
items on the librxy's web ?age %.;satshe x:d
the director 'oekve x e fa me, but a copyright owner files a csmplaint with IT,k corporate cor,Qct person.
c81porat;oa is then
obiigakd to take dswr, the material wh%eit
mzkes a 6:etermLxition &out whe&r the ase is infricging The coqoration coGd p x 5Ie mategal bad%$2 if it determines 6haL ck use is a %x one. Kov~eve~
BSP'S Eterdy
codd be 5ooded wirh slack compia:nts 1~hic3
may 3ave Zie,
tle merit. There is soxe prctectioc against spmlslas claims
of snfiicgemect by an OSP in tkat IiaSGity is imposed on
persons w k knwhgly and xateridy isr represent that
or&e material or activity is kfringing.
But what if the a3eged owr.,er is 7xong. but not knowingly M T C ~An
~ ?OSP. especrdly a university OSP, m y
devdcp vegi strict ngdations on what m y and may m,ct
5e indnded on web &es just to ;israid potentid liability.

America's #I Purchasing Directory for
Library and Information Professionals Is
Now on the Web... 1,000+ Publishers
and Vendors in Hundreds of Categories.

on the

If you're among the 5QC)GO iibrarans
who already rely on Ti-ie Libroion's
Yeilow Pages, or if you just want to locate
more of the pubiicctions, products and
services you need fasier than you ccn
say "hyperlink, then be sure to vviE us
at: ~ w . i i b r a r i a n s Y e i i o ~ i ) ~ g e ~ . ~ o m
To receive a free copy of The iibraricn's
Yellow Pages, or for Advertisi~g
Information, please caii, fax oi email,

THE LIBRARLAN'S YELLOW PAGES
2089 Boston Post Rd. Larchmont, NY 10558 (916) 834-7070
(800) 235-9723 * Fax: (914) 833-3053
Emzil: info@Lbl-zriansYellow?zges.com www.Librarians~Ye1lowPzges.com

.

Since it .csr avoid Ilability by taking down the material, it is likely that
such pokies u7eE could be so strict that fai- use is sacrLiiced to h e interest of re dud^ the number of complaints that the OSP has to investigate. Other possfble outcomes could be that the OSP simply takes
down any matziial about which there is a complaint and, since it "will
not put up the inaterial again, conducts no investigation. Or it could
requke permission for ali Lrcluded matenal and hyperIinks. Fair use
&earlyvfjl have become a victim of well-meaning over caution.
If the OSP is an outside entity, it is even insulated against iiability for .erroceousljr t a k i down material in response to a complaint. So, the OSP has nothing to lose in taking down material
even permacently. Nor does it have a duty to investigate for again
making Ghe inaterial availabie. This could be considered a loss for
fair use and society as a whole.
An organizational OSF automatically loses its exemption if S?e
liiorary in the crganization creates web sites that include material
which someone may allege is copyrighted. Through employees of
the orgmization?the OSP, such as a corporation, nonprofit organizaiion or educa5xal institution has been involved i~ the selection
and rnqqbe ever, modification of the content of the material transmitted. Thus, the organizational OSP is liable.
Ther,t is ts peculiar provision for nonprofit educat-ional insti&tions that purports to limit the liability of such instip~tionalBSP's.
Section 512(2) states that an educational institution OSP is not liable when a 2icaity member or graduate stuCent who is performing
urmur.infofmatianaufiu~k.r;om

a teaching or research function pizces copyrighted materials on a
web page if: (I) the material is not instructional material that is assigned or recommended to students. (2) the institution has not had
more than two notices of infringement against such person during
the preceding three years, and (3) tile institution provides to all users of the systerr, iaformationai material that "accurateIy describes
and promotes compliance" with the copyright law.
This is practically a non-exemption since the only reason most
facilty and graduate teaching assistants would be placing materials
on a web site for students is that it is assigned or recommended.
Further, the DMCA provisions are silent about fair use under the
classroom guidelines. It seems to indicate that even limiting access
to students in a particular class would not permit the educational
institution to claim an exemption. Further, to avoid iiability, the institution would have to take cown the material while it investigates. and the time for use of the material may pass while the investigation proceeds. Thus, educational institutions stand to lose
considerably under this exemption.
The online service provider liability exemption will be problematic for a11 types of libraries as they strive to make materials available to users in digital format and create finding tools and hyperlinks. Librarians must work with corporate and university counsel
to encourage them to preserve fair use by developing policies for
web-based materiais and finding tools that t&e full advantage of
8
the privilege fair use provides to users of copyrighted works.
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For more ii$ormution,
contacr
Richard Waliace,
SLA Besurer
(rewa@.wm),

The relationship of the SLA units to fne S M headquarters is often confusing to the membership. To help
clarify this relationship, §LA staff consuited with legal
counsel and independent financial advisors. Here is a
sulrmary of the findings:
Organizational Relationship. There is one SLA organization that has subunits. The organization is ixorporated as one organization wii',? SLA headqu"&ers as
the parent organization and Gie chapters. divisions, and
caumses as extensions of 2.
The bylaws for chapter and division governaxe are
adopted to be consistent to Gie parent organization arrd
approved by the associa~onleadership.
SLA's al!otment of associazian dues to chapters, d -visions, and caumses is to be used by the units exclusively for purposes incident to the %FIment of the association's objectives.
SLA RXStatas, §LA is exerrqt frorr: federal ixome
tax as defined in the U.S. Internal Revenue Code under
sedion 531 (cj(39, and incorporated under t5e iaws of
the State of New York. Aithough SLA is a tax-exempt
organization, a conmon goal in Lie association icdusky is to maintain profitabiiity. The association is a!iowed to make a profit as iong as the profits are used to
further its goals and objectives.
The 501(c)(3) designation is the highest Ievel of tax
e x e q t status an organization can obEin. SLA xust be
able to prove that the association's activities are chariBble, educational, o: scientific ir, nature. SLA is considered an educational organization. As a 581(cj(39 organization, S U is subject to significant congressional,
Internal Revenue Service, and genera! public scxtiny.
The benefits of the 501(c)(3) stabs include tax deductions to individ~uals;non-profit postal rates; ce-%in
Property tax exemptions; and certiiin sales +mexemptions. Losing these benefits would come at an annual
cost in excess of $ I million!
s
B e units
Chapter, Divi&on, aard C a ~ c u StmcsMre.
are created as a? extension of SLA. Tneir operapig autonomy exists only through separate governance and/or
bylaws. The units are not separateiy incorporated and
there are no separate employment ider;,tfication numbers.
The tax status of the urdts is Lie same as the parent @LA
headquarters) by W e of Che integral part doctrine. p e gra% part: A urit car,be considered tax-exempt if it can be
deemed an integral p m of an organization that is itself
+m-exeqt.
chief attribute of an operating entity
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(unit) that is a~ Lritegral par: is t5at it is ucincarporzted.
Thus, SLA can use the integrd paxt x g m e n t to justify
s units.]
the tax exern$ s t a ~ of~ its
C.S. Internal Revenne Sexice %ew. For SLA to
maintain a posi'L:'on that its units are operating as
50'6(cj(Jj organizations (exempt as a goup or vdioie organization), SLA must demonstrate t3at it, has contr~i
aver the units in the fc2owicg m a s : program content
consistent with S W s tax exempt fission; Enanciai reporting necessitated by generally accepted accounting
principIes m d fke hternai taevexue Code; and governance which conforms a Siin's bylaws. This dernands
the standardization of kancial reporting to SLA on a
timely basis zs cemented on by independent counsel.
Cha31azges and Issues. Standcardization and t6mdiness gfflnanciai report!hg: Staff has facilitated this prccess by tke hplementatioc of Quicken s o h a r e for snit
Exancid reporting.
Bahancing the p fiihosophical mission Y a w t;.aeJfnandd
m&sioi!: The cnits need to be a m h ? t of the overd association operatikg papose a16 t k use of resoiurces to ascompllsh Lwse purposes. T;?e Board of Directors, Finance
~
~z:d st& ~address these
e issues,c o ~ ~ u o u sas
iy
an essentid part of the longrage plamkg process.
Lweh gfresey~es:The Eiarrcid szbiiity of boCl S U
a d its units is L~pomt to the 3~tL1reslircesses of t?ie organization. I-Iti&g adequate resoxces to fwd the gods
and objectives sf SLA is cokigent apon sound Snanciai
plarinkg and management, ir,dudig adequate reserves.
D w s vmus non-dues revenxe: In the association industry, ct;res revenue is considered tc be the mos: stable
form of kcome for the organization. Cunently~S U dues
revenue as a percentage of t d revenue is apgroxirnateIy
twenty-five percent. Other comparable organizations @id y have & x s revenue equd to tkiij-five to forty percent of tofd revence. This signiifies that S 4 mzy be overreiiant on somces of nor,-&es rerTen.de to cover tile germd operations of the association as ~7eUas the non-revence
generacing programs. For exxple, S-A's Am~dConference activity a.ccoun% for szbstantiaUy dl of the ass~ciation's profitability. Therefore, my dowz t;Jrn in the success
of the x a u d conference or i i ~other r e v e n u e - p r o d activities harqers fie h m c i d stab%@of the association.
The Board of Directors, Finance Committee, and staf?
continually explore wzys i;B address these challengestkrocg!! Cie implementation of sound fiscal and
management policies and practices.
8

n the Blink of an Eye
ow more than ever working productively has to equal working quickly.
That's why Global Access provides
fast, easy access to the largest, most
integrated coilection of financial source
ctocuments ever assembled. I n one
convenient package, tap into more than 5
rnillbn US. and international company filings and reports. Plus real-time and historic a l information. Annual reports. Earnings
estimates. Research reports. News articles.
U.K and U.S. private company data.
Institutional ownership. Insider trading

analysis with expert comme~tary.And more.
Global Access' superior functionality delivers
key intelligence just the way you need it presentation ready to download directiy into
spreadsheets or value-added formats.
Features Like full-text searching, broadcast
and e-mail alerts of new filings and news,
customizable company lists, and searching
across databases help you work smarter.
See for yourself how valuable Giobal Access
can be. Trial it for free. Call today or visit
www.disclosure.com.

Call 1-800-236-6997 Ext. 615 or v i s i t www.disctosure.com

More t.3 DO in Minneapolis
Sh/.in cjties Dining & Niaht!ife
-

menu. The Lccai does tile same for Irish cuisine. The Itsian irflraenc& dishes of G'ihico Cucina, in Eutler
Spare, many consider tile best the city has to offer.
French cuisine c m :Je found at mfe v,n dem trois, in: tke
Foshay Towet or in Forqaugh's, a renovated Victorian
home near the equally Xc:orian I%&e Park in Saiat Paul.
More moderate prices can be found in: restaurants and
safes a t e r a g to nearly any taste. Cafe Brendz is kns-m
for creative vegetarian eneees, Pzlomino for trendy dishes, The WcZed Psrrot for Caribbean
and Chez Banarms far 32 eclectic
mem and toys an the table. J. D.
Hoyt's offers Cajm and roadhouse
food and fiie Xcsilet island Inn
provides an elegant setting with the
missi is sip pi aver ontside your window. -Carwan Serai, America's first
Afghaci resraurmt is now joined 5y
Khyber Pass arid Ea Afghan, zB s
bit 3ct of the way, but serving excellent Middle Easteem fare.
Dinkg on a badget provides
many interestkg options, especially
for tastes runnkg to ethnic foods.
Jen.sdem9s is a good choice for
cooked to perfection: Capitd 3 % e , Manny's, Merckant's, Meditemnem flavors near downtown. Caspizn :.Bistro
Morton's, Murray's, and Ruth's Chris. Some consider near the university and Christo's or, Wicoset or in Szht
tineir menus interchangeable; dl are pricey and most have Paal's Union Depot are good options for Middle Eastern
a dark-wood, clu:sby decor. For loials, the pcpular choice and Greek, d s o near the university, Bine M e and Red
is Murray's. O~~emt?.elmingIy
pink, and virtiially m - Sea s e m spicy Ethiopian fare. For the advenf~resome,
changed since the fifties, it is famous for its Silver Batter Lle red bbndger Bnds are the wide array of Asian restaaKnife Steak. in Sakt Paul, the choice is the St. Paul C-riil rants, inchding japnese, Thai, Vietnamese, Kcrean,
in the hotel of the sane name. It has the added benefit of Ccrlm5odian and Elmong. And for some:Kng aunusnzl,
a view of Rice Park, one of America's most attractive there's Babani's Kurdish restzcmt in Saint %EL
As for comfort food, MaL~etBar-B-Qlie and F ~ ~ d o ~ p h ' ~
public squares.
Seafood lovers may despair, cor:iempiat&g dining in Bar-B-Que in Mianea.golis sewe two very different styles.
Nevertheiess, the recently opened Ocem- 8oth are p o p ~ 1 zand each has its advocates, but for xal,
the
ake, with its :op-notch oyster bar, should piezse even tiie down-imme socthern ccokiig, you izave to head to Big
'most finicky. Entrees frequently change, based on what's Daddy's @idKentscliy Barbecx in the Union Depot.
M &is ta2~&out food leaves little room to a v e r
kesh. Airfrei@.t charges, no doubt, play a role in mena
prices comparabie t~ Cle steak houses. Less pricey op- cightlife, P a m znimds sight consider that only approtiocs for seafood are at Shuang Cheng, near the Univesi- priate*since i o d 1zw requir-es :Jars tc close by 1:93 am.
f amr~&,p g e 63
ty of il,linnesoz, Seafood Pakxe, on Nicoilet Avenue, and
at Macha Pichu, featxing Peruvian entrees.
Down@% RFheapoZs provides other excellent, if
pricey, choices. The recenfiy opened Aqavit in the BS center offers, surprishgly, the city's filst upsde Sm&navian
d

Minnesota has Iong enjoyed a reputaiion as a "'meat
and potatoes" kind of pIace. But, as one of her native
sons sings, "Cie times, they are a changing." The Tvnn
Cities, home to America's first Afghani and Fist Knrdish
restaurants, also satisfies diners with m r e exo2c tastes.
Few cities hzve as zany first-rate steak homes.
DowiXown Minneapolis akne has at least six venues
serving large hunks of red meat, properly aged, then

For more information,
writact
Jeriy Baldwin
a
n
@dotstatemnm)
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Village.

I

It's new.
It's ;a paper paradise.
Come take a stroll.
Take a vfrtuai stroll through an
on-line paradise of pulp and paperrelated information services.
In practically no time, Ei Paper
Village will enable you to cut
through xtountains of on-line information to get the facts you need.
The Ei Paper Village is a dedicated
subscripticn service that identifies,
organizes, monitors, targets and
summarizes the most relevant,
reliable sources for your work.
From full-text articles and
conference papers to the heart of
thousands of the best Web sites ...
from the latest industry news to
consultarions with senior paper
experts, E i Paper Village, for your
informatimi, is a paper paradise
on the Internet. Register today for
a trial at ww.ei.org/paper.
Or call 201-216-85OC.,

@
Engineering Information inc.
Paper.
'We've got it covered.
ENG:MEERING INFORMATION IS A REED ELSEVIER COMPANY

Co~fereoceCcun:r;aw~,frcm paye 59
and by rnidnigllt on Scndays. A wide rmge of free and minimal
cover charge choices compensates for the short horns for rnusic and
dancing.
The venerable First Avenge, with an edectic mix of local and
national rock bands is rig3t downtown. Cedar Cuhral Center,
booking folk, acoustic and world beat groups is a short "ib ride
away. Jazz is available at Cafe L'mdowntown, or at DakoZi Bar 5L
GrG (excellent regional food, also) in Saint Pad's Bandana Square.
Irish music and well-poured Guicness is on &p Eireg ni@t at Zeran's Pub and the Eubiiner. The biues a n be heard seemingly anywhere, especially in bars near the university. It's on stage night@ at
uptown's Famous Dave's EBQ & Blues, in a faux-grunge seaing.
but you might war:t to head to the Biues Saloon in F~Q@~A~G,
for
the real thing on Friday, Saturday, or Monday.
Once again, there are more options than space to write about
them. During the conference, be sure to step by the MinnesoZi
Chapter hospitaiity booth for Gle latest informatior; or: our everchanging dining and entertainment scene.
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Minnesotans are known for our inventiveness in finding ways
to revel in our great outdoors whatever the weather. Everyone
knows about Saint Paul's Winter Czrnival and its ice palaces, but
how many know Giey a n thank Mienesotans for personal snowmobiles, water skis, and in-iine skates?
We're also known for our inordinate number of fair-skinned
Scandinavians so, obviously, we can't spend ail our time outdoors,
We need to come in from time to t h e if only to recover from windand sunburn. But, when we do come indoors, we hate to give up
those outdoor pleasures and vice versa, As a remit, ~ivlrenyou come
here, you'll find whatever your favorite enterttiment and you%
probably have a choice of venue.
Music will most likely offer t3.e most choices. There's &most aiways something going on indoors at Grc3est:a Hali in Minneapolis
and the Ordway Xusic Theater in Sazt Paul. Outdoors, daily nooctime concerts in Peavey P'iaza are a short stmZ from the Cowention
Center and provide an accomganin;ent to lunch for xany beds.
Evenings, head to the Lake Harriet Bandsheil or the Comc Park Pavilion for outdoor concerts by a i a k . Whiie you're in the pa& enjoy the outdoor rose garden by Lake Harriet, or the indoor gardens
of the Como Park Consermtory.
is one of
R e recently renovated Minneapolis InstiZEe of
the country's greatest fine arts museums and is another favorite indoor venue, as is the Walker Art Center. Walker now bills itself as
one of the counfxy's ten most visited museums. But, you don't actually have :o visit the museum to take in some of its most ixporta,?t works. The Walker's outdoor sculpture garden is the perfect
place tc wile away an how or Wo ontdoors. Its "S~oonbridgeand
Cherry" sculpture with the skyline as a backdrop has become one of
the most recogriized images of fne city.
Live theater plays a larger role in indoor entertainment i~ 6t;ze
Twin Cides than in any other city except New York. Although jurzce
isn't the height of the theater season, many companies wili be per-

forming during the conferexe. Penu~LiraTheater, Saint TPauI's acchimed Airican-American compzny wi3 be staging "For Cdored
GMs Who Have Considered S ~ i c i d e / ~ the
e a Painbow is Enuf."
TIe Children's Theater W
be doing
I "Once on TMs Islacd," described as "Romeo and Juliet -i&3 ssted dmms. " ThCiitre de ia Jenae
Lune presents "The GoIem" duricg June. If you Eke your theater
outdoors, Shakespeare in the Streefs may ,ypo up ir, one of the
parks while you're in the cities.
If you haw tbe kids a l o x or you're a zoophiie, yorr have a choice
t tom
of m o 4 o m o Pzrk Zoo and Ailinnesotz Zoo. Come is r i g ~ in
ad features free addssion and exhibits where you a c get up-dose
with Siberian tigers and "Casey" the g~riUa.f i e Mimesota Zsc is
out in the sj~burbs,k ~ wo&
t
the t r i ~for viewing aiimals in more
n a t d surroundings. If it's raining, ysu can s%y indoors and s'3
see most of the animals by riding the monar;lii, and taking iir, the ecclosed tropics exkibit. A~otherfworite f a kids is ammemerit pxks
and, again you have yoxr choice of two-outdoors at Vdey Faik in
tire scburb of Shakopee or kdoors at e!t Md sf America.
Even basebS1 effers the indoo:/outdoor choice. Wh-ile §LA 4s in
tom? you c a go icdoors to see the Mimeso% Twins hostkg C9e
Houstcn Astros, jur:e 4-6, then the Cicdnnati Reds, juce 7-60. if
you're a basebaz p ~ r i s and
t just can't endure domebdl, padofhU,
sbdiobaE, or whatever you wznt tc c& that strange game flayed
indoors on 2. caryet, &en head ~'dtdoorsto Saint Paul's Xid3vay
Stadium. The Saints, the nation's most saccessfd minor !cape
team, will face the upsZi~TSchaumburg (ILj Fiyers, june 4-6, ucder
open skies. If you mn't catch the Saints whi'k they're in town, you
can head north (whidi we've sugested in an d i e : article ain't a
bad idea in itself) and catch them zgainst tke Duhth-Saperior
Dukes, June 7-13.
indoor or o ~ t c l o o r s - s ~ oor~ ~the ass, Eswever you like tc
speed the off hour, ycu'Ii Bcd more options in the TMr: Cities
than aimost anywhere else. In Minnesota, bore6om is not an option, and the weatlier is no exmsei For more ideas on what to do
when you're meetinged-out, dkck our o x web site at http://
8
sla99.westg:eup.com.
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......................... 18
ht?p://pubs.acs.org
American Institute
of Chemical Sngineers .........................
54
Baker & Rylor .....................................
99
www.b%bis.com
BIOSIS ............................................
II
www.biosis.org
Borne & Co. .......................................36
www.%owrie.am
Kie Dialog Carpratton
www.dkilog.com

.................cove: 4

Disdosu:e-A P r i z k C o q m y ...........57
www.disdosure.com

...................4:
lkxv Jones ...................
.
.
hdp://bis.dowjones.com
D~un6L &adstreel .................................
13
w;w.dnb.con:

EBSC!: SubscriptionSenices ...............21
www.ebsco.com
Eiigimrhg Ir,o?mtion ......................
59
wwei.rnm
f i e Faor, Company ............................
44
www.hformadonqnest.wm
IEZE ......................
.
.
........................24

uwieee.org
%e Gale Group
Infomation Access ................................
1
www.i!fo:nationaccess.a~
:nfomtion Express ............................53
-m.express,com
$rr,~$c

................................................
37

www.imagic.com
john Wiey &Sons .........................15, 47
m.wiiey.com
KipZnge: Specia! Services ....................33
h~://special.kiplinger,cos
LVXS NSXS ................................
cover 3
www.!exis-nex&.com
Libiarians Yellow Pages .......................55
www.librairansyello~ages.ccm
Noshem Light ...................
..................
-vaw.nbeaxh.com

29

I2
OCZC ....................................................
~ww.odc.org
The Gde Group
?rimxy Source Meda ....................
....
wvw.psrr,ediz.com
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Xesearch !nfomtion Syste-m .............50
www.rishc.com
Scxrities Da*tihvestexXDA SpeGurr, 2
www.tfsd.com
.
.
.
...........23
SiIverPIatter ...................
www.siIverp1tter.com
T;iomasNet ..........................................
51
www.soiusour~.corr,
WavePhore ...................... .
.
...........7
www.wavephore.co~cews&st
West Group .......................cove: 2, 17, 27
www.westgoup.com
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Con perqoit une pointe de mklancolie, un Bement de panique et une frustration Cnorme dans
le cri que I'on entertd a l'heure actuelle a travers
le pays : (( Comment est-ce que je peux aller aussi
days:
can kep up with the Inter- vite qufinternet ? > Cette lamenation est particunet?" It'' a pariicularly piaintive
. lierement plaintive lorsqu'elle vient de la bouche
the mcuths Of informa- des professionnels de I'information. Mon premier
when it comes
tion ~roft:ssiona1.s,MY fkst advice is to step conseil est de prendre un peu de recul, de respirer
back, take a deep breath, and think. YOU i fond et de reffichk. vous connaissez les mCthkncw the techniques of research, of evalu- odes de recherc%e, d'evaluation des sources.
athg sources. You master numerous differ- Vous maitrisez les nombreuses interfaces, exerent interfaces, practice the a g of the refer- . cez l'aE de I'entretien prkliminaire et traduisez ie
ence interwiew, and translate need into the . besoin $information en facultk de trouver les
knowledge of lvi;lere to look for the infor- renseigaements dans le format requis avec les
mitilodes les plus xen~bleset oppormnes. Bref,
mation in me
using the vous avez dWopp6 i t perfectionnk toutes les
cost-effective and
methods* In compktences nkessaires i cette &he qui est
short* you have develo~edand honed
maintenant apparemment impossible. Nkanthe skills llecessv for this now seemingy - moins, ce qu'il faut faire, c'est vous concentrer
hopeless task. I~onetheless,the smart thing plus partidierement sur les hformations dont
to do is to concmtrate hardest on the infor- . vous avez besoin.

-

mztion you need.

Axeso rdpido: encueni're riatos
1 etad;stjcos er: ei /nter,cet

a touch of
There is a bs; of
panic, and a whole lot of hstration behind
the cry heard throughmt the land these

.
.

:
:
,

:

P,c& rapide : 7rouver i & j donnees
statisti~uesdam internet
par Di Su

n,
,:c;
UU:L& , k c e s :

Find Statistical Data or: the inremet
by Di Su
In a tpiCd business library, current or

hterest
rates' foreign
e'ce are requested
if not
Remember those
~ Y when
S
we i-axived government rekases on official data tkrough regular mail?
T
h
g sometimes came late, sometimes s h ply got bst. Now we are happy to know
that mosi: of the && are avafiable for free
on the I~ltemet.The new medium is fast,
and saves
reliable, 31Tas,lble at any
space in a library, which is particulady imp(Jrtm' if your libray happens to be
a
lnUst admit that data proOne.
viders hme made the Internet one of its
best usages.
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por Di Su

Dans une biblioth6que commercide typique,
les cotations actuelles ou historique des taux
d'int6rEt du cours des devises etrangeres, de la .
bourse, &c. font l'objet de requites frkquentes, .
sinon quotidiennes. tiGus souvenez-vous du temps oh IIAdministration nous envoyait par la
post, des communiqu& sur les donnees officielles ? Parfois, iIs arrivaient trap tard, parfois .
ils etaient tout bonnement perdus. Maintenant, nous sommes heureux de savoir que la plupart
des donnees sont accessibles sans frais sur Inter- 1
net. Ce nouveau media est rapide, fiable, dis- .
ponible a toute heme ez represente une konomie
d'espace physique dans une bibliotheque, ce qui
est particulierement important si la biblioth6que
est petite. fl faut avouer que les fournisseurs de .
domkes ont fait la meiUeure utilisa~ion ,
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Existe un pow, de melancolia, un toque de
panico, y mcha frustration por detr& del grito
que se oye ultimamente por el pais: " ~ C O ~meO
mantengo al tanto del Internet? Es una queja
paiticularmente lamentable cuando esta sale de
las boas de profesionales de la informaci6n. Mi
primera recomendacijn es de dar an paso hacia
atras, respirar profundamente, y pensar. Usted
conoce las t b i c a s de investigacibn, de evaluacion de fuentes. Usted domina las hterfazes
numerosas y distintas, practica el ark de la entrevista de referencia, y traduce la necesidad a
saber donde buscar la informacibn en el foraato
requerido usando 10s metodos mas efectivos en
tkrminos de coste y Sempo. En resumen, usted
ha desanollado y agudizado todas las habilidades necesarias para esta tarea que ahora
parece no inspirar esperanza alguna. Sin embargo, lo mAs inteligente es concentrarse con mas
esfuerzo en la infonnacion que necesita.

.

.

Le congressist? avise va aii congrPs de

(a j
s

by Dan llefetfiea

par Danmfethen

The anmd conference is the only place
where we really see the full power of SLA:
the amazing m a y of programs sponsored
by me diTrisioris;the necNOrkingopportunities; the lengths to which vendors will go to
outshine each
In order to take advanof the m x t rekvant oppomnities, you
need to have a game plan.

Le congres annuel de la §LA est Ie seul endroit ou I'on peut vkritablement se rendre
compte de la pleine puissance de la SLA - cf. le
ch0b extraordinaire de progammes patronnks
par Ies divisions, 12s opportunitks d'ktablir un
reseau de contacts, vok jusqu'ou les fournissenrs iront pour s'eclipser mutuellement. Pour
saisk les o p p o ~ n i Ies
~ ~ plus
s
pertinentes, 2
faut avoir une stratege.

En una bilioteca tipica de comercio, se solicitan frecuentemente, sino a diario, Ias cotizaciones actuales o historicas de 10s tipos de interes, tipos de cambio [de moneda extranjera],
accbnes, etc.
iSe acuerdan de aqueUos dias cuando recibiamos comunicados del gobierno en 10s datos
oficiales atraviis del correo normal? A veces Ilegaban atrasados, otras veces simplemente se perdim. Ahora somos afomnados de saber que la
mayoria de 10s dams estkn disponibles de gratis
por el Internet. El nuevo medio es rapido, seguro, disponible a caalquier hora, y ahona espacio
fisico en una biblioteca. Esto es importante en
particular si su biblioteca es pequeiia. Tenemos
que confesar que 10s proveedores de datos han
logrado que el Internet sea uno de 10s maejos
mejor aprovechados.

-

ti aj&to asiago de ccnferenc!aj

mtic:pa en ia SL4
por Dan Trefethen

La conferencia anual es el iinico Iugar donde
vemos de verdad la fuerza total de la SLA; I-a VXiedad increlle de 10s programas patrocinados por
Ias divisiones, ias oportunidades de intercambio
entre colegas, 10s extremos a que llegan 10s
vendedores para competir entre si. Para aprovechar de las oportunidades mas adecuadas, hay
que hacer 10s preparatives.
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Register for coweniect distance learning courses
in areas such as:
0 subject indexing
marketing library services
time management
cataloging
library budgeting
No matte: where you are-in your profession, or your
improving your skills simply means reaching for your
For more infomation on the SeE-Paced Bniine Cwrses, contact the
Professional
Developneat Dspartment at 1 202-934-3679 or s e ~ d
SpeGd vii;~&~a
Assoc&mn
e - r n d to profciev@sla.org.
www.sla.org

/with

CONSULT Online /

All courses are aatihzble
24 hours a d~y-you choose
the time when you wmE

fopavdvdc@&8!

Spa% Libraries
.
.

i For SLA members this is a free way t o advertise your services. Cornpiete the

CONSUIT clniine entry f o r m at h ~ p : ~ w w w . i s s i n e t . c o ~ ~ / s ~ a / c ~ n s u ~ t / ~
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free and is avaiiabie to anyone interested in beating a
consuitant w h o
09 a commerciai basis, with such areas as library
management, technical services, anci expertise in subject specific areas.
;.;.F?
:,.,, : ,.,,.,, ,.,.;
: ~ ~$+'
~ :'.4y,,y
B ~ ! .y.
& ~ ~ s . g 5 $ ; $ ~. , !.~:, ; 5, $ ~ ~ ~ isthesnlineversion
g ~ : ~ ; . ; :
cftheCcNSULT dzt&ase,forp:er:y
a directory of SLA members w h o are library consuitants,
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t o an information s o l a l i o n for the n e x t millennium
Too much information ...or not enough? Either can be a tough hurdle to clear cn your race to
find what you need to know. Let LEXISB-NEXISapave the way with Y2K com&ant research
solutions that are reiiable, accurate and comprehensive. And that helps you pin:oint

imporrant

infornation quickly and efficiently.
Want to know more? Cali LEXIS-NEXIS at 1-800-227-4908 or visit www.lexis-nexis.com

LEXIS and NEXIS -re regiaered rradernarks and :he SF0R;MATION ARRAY logo 1s a :rademark of Reed E!seuiei
Properties Inc., ased cnder iicense. The Year 2000 logo is s tradezzrk of LEXIS-NEXS, a division of Reed EIsevier Inc.
01999 LEXIS-NEXIS, a division of Reed Eisevie; Inc. All rlghrs reserved.
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Your colleagues have always
to meet their critical informati

in a wwhslle new
direction.

imagine if every perscn or department
withir: you: company could have thei:
o w n site cc. "e:
corporate intranet
pwciseiy taiiored t o their needs. Fro%
there, they couici conduct searches designed and customized by yo2 - t h a t
mine t h e vast infcrmaticn cciieaion of
The Diaiog Corporation. deiiveri:?g
t a r g e t e d , timeiy r e s ~ l t s Users
.
couid
link directiy r o a c u s t o m i z e d iist o +
c u r r e n t h3t t c p i c s in t 3 e i r a r e a of
ir:terest and be kepr abreast cf crucia!
breaking news as it happens.
The Lntranet ToolKit offers a ?!exible
environrr,ent t h a t wiii aifow you tc fiex

your itncwiedge and skill t o create t h e
best pcssibie service for you: ciients.
There are no boundaries. The pote?tia!
is lirnitlessi

